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1 editori~l· 

A I N•T I T F U N K Y N 0 W ! 

The year 1970 marks the beginning of a new decad~ and also the f~f
teenth year of the present stage of the Black Liberatlon Struggle da~Ing 
from the bus boycotts of Montgomery, Alabama in the southern United" 
States. 

Within these fifteen years·our struggle has stea~iiy advanced from 
the largely non..::.violent Sit-in Movement and Freedom Rides to large mass 
political demonstrations, marches and vigil: culmina~ing with the March. 
on Washington in 1963. Frantically, the wh1te colon:zer sought to cre
ate a "buffer zone" of handpicked "nigras" between h1mself and our peo
ple. That is why it is no· accident that l:aders like f'.falcolm X, Medgar 
Evers, or Dr. ~1artin Luther King are assassinated. For they pose a dan
gerous threat to .the bigots whenever the black masses are awakened and 
c,annot be controlled by the handpicked "elite". 

Our movement, largely concentrated in the hands of black peas~nts 
and activists in the South, was picked tp and carried like the~four w1nds 
to our dis-illusioned and dis-enchanted brethren in the northern planta
tion ghettoes. To the false, hypocritical solut~ons of '.'integration", 
"tokenism" and "go slow" Black People responded 1~ 1965 w1th the :eeth
ing vengeance of the mighty oceans in Watts, Detro1t, New York, Ch1cago, 
Miami, Jackson, and hundreds of other cities throughout both the North 
and the South. 

The oppressors responded, as always, viciously and wantonly with 
murder, jailings, and forced exile. Countless men, women, and children 
now lie in graves or in jails or were forced to flee the. country for 
their lives; many heroes such as Ahmed Evans, Brother Hodari~ Fr7d ~a~
pton, and the San Fernando State College Black students . ly:ng 1n Jall 
or the grave for struggling against the savagery of the colon1zer/honky. 
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These are the conditions that all PanAfrican and Third World people 
face in the fight for our Freedom. 

There are, however, several demanding and pressing problems that 
the Black Liberation Struggle must solve: One, we must clarify precise
ly our ideological orientation. Did not Toussaint L'Ouverture under
stand Black People in llaiti before he understood the French Revolution? 
Did not Mao Tse Tung understand the Chinese People before he embraced 
some of the tenets of Lenin or Harx? Did not Amilcar Cabral understand 
Black People in Guinea Bissau before he studied other people's revolu
tions? Yes, these revolutionaries were Nationalists who -~;:derst<Joa · 

'their own people before they accepted or rejected foreign ideas and phi
losophies. That is why we think that "Umojaism" (from the Ki-Swahili 
word Umoja meaning unity), rooted in African traditional thought, ex
pressing the unity of opposites in the universe and symbolized by the 
Ankh, should be the startinr point in resolving ideological confusion. 
Our collective experience has taught us that it is not whether or not we 
cClll ourselves Marxist-Leninist fighting a "class revolution" for the 
equality of Blacks and Whites, hut it is £!_imar:i ly a question of color, 
heritage, race, and national (ancestral) origins. It results from the 
fact that we are Black and African and colonized in racist north ameri
ca that we must unite among ourselves (but always in step with the 
struggle of our brethren in the West Indies, South America, Africa and 
other parts of the Third World) to win our struggle for National Liber
ation. 

Second, we must intensify our Cultural Revolution in this Country. 
For this we should also look upon the movement in Guyana led by Eusi
Kwayana for additional inspiration and practical experience. We are all 
products of a culture and civilization which from our earliest days in 
school has been mis-represented, confused, distorted, and lied about. 
We need the fullest and most precise knowledge of Black People's culture 
and achievements in order t0 obtain our own self-appreciation and self
respect. The Cultural Revolution (of which the study of our African 
Culture and History is a part) is an essential tool for obtaining this 
for all African People, especially Africans colonized and enslaved in 
north, south, central america and the Caribbean. Thus the Cultural Re
volution must pave the way towards :roeconstruct1:ng the captive Black. 
Nation from the family structure on up. 

Third, 
our People. 

we must begin to solve the pressing economjc problems of 
Ilere, it is not an argument of developing "!Hack CapitalisJTI 
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as opposed to "Black SociaU sm"; it is plain and simply a question of 
necessity, survival, and development. flow are we as a people to accu
mulate the necessary wealth to support our own daily and miserable 
1i ves, wage our struggle, and prepare for the future? In the past most 
of us (except for the Nation of Islam) have been unrealistic and tact
fully ignorant of these questions, putting them somewhere in the realm 
of a "socialist heaven''. Neither Nixon ism, "Economic Opportunity Pro
grams, or other forms of "welfare", nor the sterile schemes of• ~;,~ 
white right or left are the answers to these problems. Our primary 
concern should be the acquisition of land, material and organizational 
resources. Then we can build our struggle and form our nation on solid 
foundations, upon the good black dirt. 

Last, but not least, is the problem of reorganization. The fact that 
the civil war in Nigeria is now over bides a considerable amount of 
hope and fortunate signifi-cance for all African Peoples. We extend our 
best wishes for the welfare of the Ibo, Yoruba, Hausa-Fulani, and all 
other ethnic groups with-in the largest Black state in the world. For 
Black Africans in the united states, we only repeat what we have alrea
dy said on this point *, that Black Umoja (Unity)_ gt-eups should be 
formed throughout the country, especially the South, to unite all Black 
People that will unite and neutralize those who will not unite. This 
is the way a tu~.·e Black United Front can work for the salvation and 
National Liberation of our People. 

UMOJA (unity)! 
LON(; LIVE OI!R ANCESTORS!. 

SOULBOOK. 

* see e'ditorial in Soulbook 8. 

"'lhe wait seems long.. and the distance is far.. but nothing 
worth uJhi le is achieved in a day. Have patience.. be 
strong and firm, and as surely as the night changes into 
day, so also shaZ.Z. our conditions of oppression and wrong 
change into liberty and ,justice." --. Marcus Garvey 

RI~ACK 

·DJA LECT ICS:1 

by 
. Mamadou 

Lumumba: 

'loday We are present at .the statis of Europe. Comrades let us 
flee _from_ this rr;otionles~ rr:ov~ment whePe gradua~Z.y dialectic is 
changt.ng t.nto logt.c of equt. hbrt.um. Let us reconst.der the question 
of cere~ral reality and of the cerebral mass of all humanity, whose 
connectt.ons must be increased, whose channels must be diversified 
and whose messages must be re-humanized.l~--- Franz Fanon 

'lhe ideological deficiency within the National Liberation 
Mo~ements, n~t to say the total lack of ideology -- reflecting as 
tht.s does an t.gnorance of the historical reality which these move
ment~ claim to transform -- makes for one of the greatest weaknes
ses t.n our struggle against imperialism, if not the greatest weak-
nesses of all.2. ---- Amilcar Cabral · 

.•. the shortest way to the future is always one that involves 
a deep understanding of the past.3. ____ Aime Cesaire 

In order to flourish_,· 
structure.4·----· Aime Cesaire 

a culture must have a fra1f!e/;Jork, a 

4 
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One of the areas that seem to be neglected in the rebirth of Black 
Studies by Black People, hoth in the U. S. and in other parts of the 
world, is Black People's views of the Universe. Is this because too 
many of us are accepting European methods of thinking (thus doing)? Do 
we not realize that the European (including Marx*) was poisoned by the 
seeds of white european racism? Are we not aware of the fact that this 
white racism pervades aU aspects of european society including its me
thodology? Isn't imitating the Eul'opean 's methodology merely an 
attempt to be like the European? Have we forgotten what Fanon so elo
quently told us! ... 

Come, then, comrades, the European game has finally ended; we must 
find something different. We can do everything., so long as we do not 
imitate Europe, so long as we are not obsessed by the desire to catch 
up with Europe. 5 • 

Are not those brothers and sisters who want to memorize quotations on 
the truth of 'marxist' dialectics obsessed (I call it white pus so it 
might be more correct to say abscessed rather than abscessed!) by the 
desire.to catch up with Europe? 

. However, I must stress that my desire is not to condemn my bro
thers and sisters who have maintained our enslavement to western white
.cracker methodology; my desire is to make a powerful rnolotov cocktail 
and share it with my brethren so that we may throw it into the last of 
the white store fronts of our potentially beautiful Black African minds 
:western marxism. 

Western rnarxists will tell us we cannot have a true revolution 
without accepting marxist dialectics. It i$. true that dfalectics can 
help us understand a world in change, but is this helpful tool a 
creation of marxism? 

~ At the time of the U.S.-Mexican war (approx. l840) Karl Marx wanted 
the U.S. to defeat Mexico because he felt Mexicans were "too lazy" to, 
'develop' 'lexas, California, and the rest of the 'wild' west. He felt 
it would take the 'anglo-saxon' U.S. to usher in golden-gilded capitol
ism for the "barbarians" (so he ca'l'led Blacks and Indoamericans in the 
Corrmunist Manifesto)! Of course he forgot to say that the 'Anglos' 
would also be much more 'efficient' in killing off the Inddam'ericans in 
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What Europeans (which includes white Americans) refuse to accept 
is that dialectics was created in Africa and Asia. But before we give 
the historical evidence to prove this, let me state what is meant by 
dialectics. 

the west. Karl Marx also ca'lled Ferdinand LaSaZZe, a socialist contem
porary ~f Marx, a 'nigger' socialist because LaSalle had refused to 
agr:ee w-z-th Mar:x; or: some esoteric theoretical point. See Davis, Nation
al-z-sm, and Soc-z-al-z-sm, Monthly Review Press l96?. Davis is, by the way, 
a Marxist . 

For ar: excellent indictment of unions, marxists (many tJho were 
personal fr-z-ends of Karl Marx) vis-a-vis the anti-slavery movement in 
the U.S. up to the aiviZ war read "'lhe White Worker" Chapter 2 of 
Black Reconstruction bu W.E.B. Dubois. · " 

'lo initiate an understanding of the racist sociological ~mplica
tions ~f.Marx's intel~ectual.confident., FNderich Engels' major work, 
'Jhe Or-z-g-z-n of the Fam-z.ly, Prwate Property and the State, read and stu
dy Cheikh .An~a Diop 's, 'fhe Cultural Unity of Negro Africa, l962, Pre
ser:c~ ~fr:-z-ca-z-ne. But.-z-t must be understood that Marx, in the sense of 
CI"Z-t-z-c~s-z-ng and analyz~ng the european-created: monster capitalism, his 
qnalys-z-s and criticisms are .economically valid, in so far as his epoch 
~s c~ncerned. I~ wc:s Len-z-n who updated Marx's analysis of capitalism 
-z-n h-z-s work, Irrper-z-al-z.sm, the Highest Stage of Capitalism. But as sure 
as th~ sun rises in the east anti-capitalist economics had to go to the 
east -z-n order to play the role of at least the fertilizer of the crops 
of c~lored peoples revolutions: Mao, Ho Chi Minh, Giap, Chou En Lai, 
Zanz-z-bar, Algeria; and the bumper crops are yet to come !!! 
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THE MEANING OF DIALECTICS 

Dialectics means that all life 
is comprised of, and has been set in 
motion by, the constant intei'play of 
two vital energies. Also, the ideal 
is that this motion, and therefore· 1 

this interplay, is constant, and in j 
perpetuity. 

In general, the interplay takes 
place between a passive and active *. 
principle. This corresponds roughly . 
to male/female, 5!raight/cuNed, ! 

solid/empty, movement/stillness. In , 
a word, there is nothing without its : 
opposite (the unity_of_opposites)~ .. 
there is nothing that dOes n;o·r· chan~e : 
(move) in order to he, "permanent ~ 
(exist: live/die). 

This idea did not originate with 
Marx nor any European scholar. 6'. All 
historical evidence points to its 
or1g1n amongst the Melanic (mainly 
'negroid') peoples of Africa and 
Asia. Buddha, A Black man, (in all 
of his earliest portraits he is por
trayed as a Black person with kinky 
hair· 7.) rapped down the concept at 
least 2,400 years ago. The origi~al 
cultural religious symbols of mank1nd 
existing over 5000 years ago in pr:
dominately Black African predynastlc 1 

Egypt, and in other parts of Black 
Africa**, show an excellent und~r
*Probably better words for pass~ve . 
and active would be votive and recep- . 
tive. 
**Probably the most beautiful and 
clear narration of dialectical unity 
of opposites is found in the philoso
physical-religious training·· of "J...lu 
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standing of dialectics as inherent in what makes motion and existence, 
especially life, of and in the universe perpetuate themselves 

Thus, Africans and Asians, the o:dginators of dialectics, say that 
dialectics is necessary to explain reality, and is what· keeps the uni
verse in motion. Therefore we state unequivocally that Black People 
created the principle that: When passive and active principles are uni
ted a being is created3 when they (the passive and active principles) 
are separated3 the being disappea~s. 

The above idea corresponds to the (intuitive upgrading of the 
scientific model of the relation between matter and energy. Passive 
matter (that which occupies space and has weight) and active energy 
(capacity for doing work and overcoming resistance) were seen to be in
terchangeable under certain circumstances (at the ·' 
square of the velocity of light). Applications of 
this theory provide mankind with the opposite pos
sibilities of regeneration and destruction. 

So much for the racist myth that ~farx and 
Hegel are the fathers of dialectics. If whites 
want to persist in believing the myths of their 
own racism, so be it! But we, as the sable sons 
and daughters must give honor to our ancestors and 
their contributions rather than to submit to the 
identical white racist motivations that prompted the systematic rape of 
our heroic mothers. 

It is not known where 19th century Hegel obtained the idea of dia
lectics. We do know that Europe's intellectuals, in the time of Hegel, 
had been frantically studying the 'exotic' Eastern and African 1i tera
ture that had been booty 'received' by white militaristic expeditions 
in China, India and Africa. Did Hegel 'horrow' dialectics from the 
Yin-Yang concept from the Chinese text of !-Ching,* or did he dig on 

priests. See Mutwa, Indaba My Children3 pp. 459-6l. 
*See the I-Ching (the Book of Changes) translated by Legge~ Dover Pub
lications. Most of the I-Ching dates probably from ll43 B.C. if not 
earlier. 1.he Yin-Yang principle 3 however, is not based on causality3 

it is linked with what C.G. ~ng, the psychoanalyst, described in his 
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Champollion's translations of the early Black African Egyptian heiro
glyphics? Or did he just become heir to the Greek Hercli tus' work 
which was known in Europe via Arab translations? 8. ·These are que-st-
ions that Africans at home and abroad should be grappling with in order 
to recreate a body of studies that can be called Black and A.frican. 

THE DIVERGENCES BETWEEN MARXIAN, HEGELIAN AND BLACK DIALECTICS 

The central idea of Hegel was that the interplay of ideas-:dete't'
mined the history of man. Then, it was Karl Marx, another white wes
tern intellectual, who adopted much of the teachings of Hegel, and so, 
it is said, turned 'his' ideas on dialectics 'up-side down'. f·1arx, 
said that it was not the interplay of ideas which was determining his
tory, but the interplay Qf mainly ·sodim<conomi5-lila'Sses of mankind 
Which produced history. So Marx viewed himself as a dialectical mater~ 
ia:list as opposed to Hegel, whom J~arx called a dialectical idealist. 9. 

essay "synchronicity: ·An Acausal Connecting Principle." See also Bod1.1 
and Mind in Harmony by Sophia De lza, appendix "excerpts from Ming r;y:: 
nasty Doauments" p. l83. 

It must not be assumed that just becaus·e these last tl,}o sources 
are oriental that they were not created, or at least in part cont!ibu
ted, by 'negroid peoples'. All of south-east Asia, southern India, and 
all of southern China were inhabited originally by 'Negritos'. Ref: 
Latourette's 'lhe Chinese, 'Jheir History and Culture p. 438; J.A. Rogers, 
Sex and Race, Vot. I, Chapters 5 and 6; L .H. Clegg, II_, 'lhe Beginning q[ 
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Is the class struggle (which Marxists say one must believe in or 
be thrown out of the 'club 1 ). the motive force -of history? .· Alnilcar 
Cabral, a hardened African revolutionary, raps hard on this position: 

'Jhe· familiar revolutionary statement that history's 
motive force Pests in the class war should be re{ined 
and redefined (emphasis M. Lwnwnba) in the Ug t of 
these (African) situations. Was it even true that 
history began with the appearance of the phenomenon of 
'class' and hence warofaroe bet&Jeen classes? 'lo say so 
would be to consider those peoples of our continent 
such as the Balante of Guinea, the Kuaniane of Angola, 
the Macone of Mozambique_, as living outside history or 
as having no history except for slight influences im
posed on them by colonial rule. Such a view must be 
rejected. · Consequently, one has to ask what was the 
'motive force ' before the appearance of classes and 
class warfare. It is to say that before and so neces
sarily after> it, for there is no before without its 
after--...; another fadtoro . or faotoros form · the cr:ucial 
element in historical change. '1his is found in the 
level of pr-oductive [oroces at any given p"LaGe and time· 
the true and lasting motive for-ce of history. lO. 

Thus we see how Cabral has redefined dialectics so that it ex
plain reality rather than for the most part critical abstracts from 
European history. Brother Cabral, I suggest, is responding (consCious
ly or unconsciously) with the Black African view that aU: vital forces 
having interplay, are important in the motion of the universe, and to 
determine the direction of the motion of the universe we must distin.:. 
guish between productive (vital) and non-productive (non-vital) forces 
(energies). Thus the concept of ~ity is inherent in Black dialectics; 
the unity of all vital energies in the universe. 

Western (both Hegelian and Harxian) dialectics pushes to the side 
the intrinsic unity of all life/non-life and narrows itself down to 
classes of mankind or the interp.lay between ideas. Thus the westerner 
is generalry l.ncapable of understanding the totality of reality. So 

'1he African Diaspora: Bla'-''k Me~: i-iz,J:rj,pie1:lt ott.d M~.Val AmeH?!'a? "pp_.l3 
...,32_, A Cur>r>ent. Bibliography on Afi>ican Affairs; V(')t.~0No. ll., ·Nov~~~ :69 
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the dialectics of the west we can call crackerism because it institu
tionalizes the divisions (cracks) in the universe. 

Brothers and Sisters we must not continue to be caught in this 
pale crevice of inhumanity. Did not Fanon fervantly exhort us to, 
"let us decide not to imitate Europe; let us combine our muscles and 
our brains in a new direction. Let us try to create the whole man, 
whom Europe has been incapable of bringing to triumphant birth. 11. 

Black Dialectics, which I prefer to call Umo,jaism is based upon 
unity, and it is an essential tool to bring ourselves, and any other 
people, into unison with reality. It is one of the first necessary, 
but insufficient, tools to set afoot a new man, a new universe. 

. So, _Brothers and Sisters, if you are angry with me for writing the 
truth which our glorious ancestors have bestowed upon us, please remem
ber the beautiful thought in this poem*: 

* @ l970, Carol Freeman 

Do not think 
We 
Want to harm you 
If 
fve .touch 
Your 
Confused mind 

And 
PuU you into 
Blackness. 

--1.c1e only uJant to bring you home. ·f 
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FOOTNOTES 

· 1) Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Farth, p. 314. 

2) Davidson, Liberation of Guine, with introduction by Amilcar Cabral, 
p. 75. -. . 
3) Aime Cesaire, The First Conference of Negro Writers and Artists, 
p. 196, Presence Africaine, 'Culture and Colonization' 
4) Ibid, p. 197. 

5) Wretched of the Earth, p. 312 

6) Henri Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, Chapter 4 pp. SO, 73,88 . 

7) J.A. Rogers, Sex and Race, Vol. I "The Old World"·pp. 265-67 
J. Campbell, Editor, PhiTosophies ofindia, p. 472 

8) Marx acknowledged his debt to the Greek lleraclitus for some of the 
background on dialectics, ·but one should check out George G.M. James' 
Stolen Legacy (New York: Philosophical Library, 1954) which documents 
how the ?reeks ~dopted, borrowed and stole African Egypt's philosophy, 
mathematics, science etc. Also dialectics existed in Asia and Africa 
way before the time of lleraclitus. Thus one sees that Marx acknowled
ged little of consequence!! 

It must be noted that western Europe received virtually all the Greek 
'classi~s' _via Ave:oes, and other Arab scholars and translators during 
the. Chnstlan-r:1ushm confrontation (\':hich the european papists got 
their heads whipped by Saladin, the Assassins, et al) which has been 
misnamed the 'crusades'. 

9) For a fair discussion of ~1arxian and Hegelian dialectics wf thout 
acknowledging their African and Asiatic roots see "Dialectics and the 
Dialectic ~1ethod" part 3, Reader in Marxist Philosophy,· Edited by. 
Selsam and Martel, International Publishers, 1963. 

10) Liberation of Guine, pp. 75-76. 

11 .The W~et_:::hed of the Earth, p. 313. 
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For MALCOL1lf 

A REVIEW 

by 

Ama Atta Aidoo 

FOR ~IALCOLM - Poems On The Life arid Death Of ~1alcolm X. 
Edited by Dudley Randall and ~largaret C. Burroughs. 
Detroit. 

Broadside Press: 

One wonders. if the experts in the behavioral sciences have ever 
bothered to research into the reactions of creative artists in times of 
social crisis. For it is quite probable that this sort of study would 
yield some very interesting results. For instance, it could be proposed 
that this group of individuals, revered more than any other, in every 
known society and culture, have, as a necessary adjunct to their talents 
an A+ average s~nse of self-preservation. They not only appenr to be 
more concerned about the problem of immortality than other groops of 
human beings, but also they tend to have the keenest noses for sniffing 
out where the safest socio-historical winds blow. Often, as in most 
traditional contexts, the societies in which they live themselves pive 
these poets and other artists the valves for escapinp any unilateral 
commitment. This certainly was true when they were made poet-priests or 

,poet-kinps.l. For exa~ple, as poet-executioner (!), the praise-singer at 
the court of an Akan king recited on to each sttccessive ruler regardless 
of chanpes in politics or direction. The awarding of laureatships and 
enormous honorariums only betray the latter-day version of this basic 
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~eakness on the part of the larger society to indulge her talents and 
her brains.2·When for one reason or the other the indulgence is not for-
th · a· s for· instance when the artists belonrr., to the generally op-. coming, , 
pressed section of the community, they tend to look after themselves. 
And so, a vear and a half after the death of Malcolm X, the poets of 
African Ame~ica have come out with a collection of poems "for Malcolm", 
protesting their love and their loss. 

There must be a reason why some of us would not want to receive 
this collection with unadulterated enthusiasm. For, where was our arti
culate middle class when the press of the white imperiaU st world was 
labeling Malcolm "extremist ... neo-Nazi ... " and worse? But then our 
elders have said that "a family loves a corpse hest" and now we have got 
a martyr to our cause and so we sinp on. At one's most honest,.one 
could say that sorre of the poems are not even worthy of ~f~lcolm since 
they do not sotmd U ke the best their aut~or: could have~ wr1 tten: And 
if it is tributes we are talkinp: abm1t, 1 t IS doubtful 1f anything can 
ever beat this from Ossie Davis; '' ... what we place in the ground is no 
more now a man ~ but a seed - which . . . - wi 11 come forth to meet us. 
And we shall know him then for what he was and is - , .. who didn't hesi
tate to die, because he loved us so". But then, these are poems, and so 
one can discuss the emotions that stirred them into being. And the emo
tions ring true. This is born out by the remarkable way in which col-, 
lectively, the writers seem t6 have been affected by the total persona
lity of MalcolM. Over and over again we are confronted with the figure 
of him: 

says Christine Johnson: 
masculinity, 

In the Insurgent, 
totally dynamic: 

Mari 

"I see you now 
Standing tall 
Erect, fearless" 

and from Gwendolyn 

"He opened us·_ 
Who was a key. 
Who was a man". 

Brooks to his overwhelming 

Evans in a short piece brings out Malcolm, the 

"For I am he who 
dares to say 
I shall be Free, or dead -
toc1 ay ... " 
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Looking back to the events of that frightful Sunday in 1965, one has 
to admit that since then a not small number of black people have said, 
"it was our fauit" • This self-accusatory rage has been expressed in some 
of the poems in th~ coll~ction. 

';Dumb killers, keep them turned 
against themselves, stolen niggers, 
slaves of luxury, dead puppets 
of desire, cadillacs ... " 

screams cut John Sinclair, in The Destruction of America. 

Perhaps, it is one more evidence of Malcolm X's supermanship th;'lt 
his death has inspired anything at all. The obvious comparison is that 
of John F. Kennedy. The latter was the lord of the house in which the 
former's people are nothing more than poor and certainly unloved and un
wanted relatives. Whereas huge sums and an incredible amount of time and 
energy have been spent finding out Kennedy 1 s murderers, Malcolm 1 s death, 
for all practical purposes, has been packed away. Oliver LaGrone makes 
note of this in No Tomb in Arlington, 

-- ---,-,No-tomb in Arlington 
Shall hold this soldiers "rest" 
. . . No classic torch eternal tell " 

Naturally, like all of us, these poets are victims of current steri
lising ideas, thoughts and fears and what seems to be woefully missing 
from the pages of the collection are any inspiring notions about how the 
cause for which Malcolm X died should be further carried on. Alas, this 
is too much to expect from artists. However whatever they are not, it is 
generally held that the best of poets are also prophets, and Edward s. 
Spriggs has made a prediction which, if burning has anything to do with 
building, already seems to he coming true: 

"there is no memorial site 
in harlem 
save the one we are building 
in the street of 
our young minds 
till our hands and eyes 
have strength to mould 
the concrete beneath our feet". 

Whatever is slightly traditional in these poe~s. is represented by 
James Worley's portentous malediction Sleep Bitter, Brother, in which he 
invokes Malcolm to "provide uneasy dust beneath a restless sod". " 
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there's work for ghosts to do", he cries. Like that of Lumumba in 
Africa3 the ghost of t>~alcolm goes marching on, disturbing our dreams, 
producing nightJTlares and inspiring songs. Indeed, it is quite reason
able to suppose that this collection repres~nts the merest fraction of 
all the poems that have been written on him since he died. If we ho
nestly think we need anything to refresh our memories of Malcolm then 
certainly these poems will do as well as any: And a few of them, like 
Sonia Sanchez' sai11y defiant Malcolm and Bohb Hamil ton's deep rumblin!P 
~1emorial Day, will give us lots of pleasure. It is gratifying to ~know 
H.at others have expressed and are expressing what we too would like to 
say. Rut the truth of the matter is that we do not wany any more lead
ers to die for us. We want thew to live and fight with us. For after 
all. life and victory can also stir the poetic imagination. Or can they 
not? 

Footnotes: 
1. Consider the air of sanctity surrounding Leopold Senghor as the Pre
sident-Poet of Senegal. 
2. It did not occur to Alfred Nobel to allot money for annually honor
ing the most hardworking farmer or fisherman in the name of the peace of 
mankind . 
3. Since Lumumha died there have been songs in every African language 
on him. certainly from the south of the Sahara to the Cape. 

118FLF SACRIF.TCF is the reinforeement of the direction m'l;d 
continzdtu of ancestral life forces_. through the co-ord'Z-
nation o/ our litws vi th the lives of slain black leaders 
and through the co-ordination of our principles Mi th the;·· 
p1•incipl.es of blaekness that hatJe been preseT'ved foT' us 
through the struggle of ow:• wOT'~hy ancestor'~. . 
'Jhus u.Je do not deploy our shUs to prov1.-de energycand 
knot,)-how to maintain the enemy~ L-'e dedicate and rededicate 
our skills to the l:uilding of the institutions that u.1ill 
stT'enythen us and provide for futur>e generations" 

Malaika Lumumba 



,_- ·------=--· ---~ ·-·~ 

i by ClfEIKH ANTA PlOP; 
l. .. 

r----··· 
'( The cultural unity ··of 

ancient Africa can be dis
cerned in the organization 
of the family and of the 
royalty, and in the philo~ 
sophie and moral systems.l. 
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Taking these in order, we will examine first the organization of 
the household in Africa. 

Starting from the work of Bachofen, dating from 1861, the habit ·is 
to recognize universal matriarchy; the human family is believed to have 
experienced the spiritual and moral ascent of a passage from the matri
archal system, linked to the gross materiality of the soil to a patri
archal system whose essence is rational spiri~uality and light. In 
reality ethnologists like van Gannep, from the beginning of the century 
very soon threw doubt on the moral hierarchy . established · between the 
two different types of f~mily; the criteria applied ·seemed to him to be 
unfounded, and he was thus led to ask whether this determination to es
tablish a hierarchy did not come simply from the fact that the patri
archal family is the domestic foundation of Graeco-Roman Western ci vi
lization. 

In effect, this a pnoroi2 classification is all the more· incompre
hensible since all the apparent advantages rather lie on the side of 
the matriarchal family. In the matriarchal family the· man brings the 
dowry to the woman, descent is in the maternal line; inheritance, suc
cession and political rights are transmitted in the female line, in 
opposition to what happens in the patriarchal family. If,th~ Ind6~F.u
ropean who receives his fiancee's dowry is not bought byher, the 
African who gives his dowry does not buy his wife. It is therefore 
necessary to look for a sociological explanation based on primitive 
conditions of existence. It is then seen at once that the .require
ments of nomadic life and those of settled life provide all the ele
ments of an explanation which makes it possible to clarify the sub
ject. When the social structure is such that the wife leaves t.br ... ori.:. 
ginal family, her genos, that is, her clan, to join that of her hus
band, she is economically less favoured; in this primitive period when 
the security of the group outweighed all other considerations, she had 
to compensate for her economic inferiority by contributing a dowry . 
which appeared in this way as a sort of social compensation in the 
Indo-Arran nomad world. In effect it is in nomad life ·that woman is 
in a certain ·sense deprived of the possibility of contributing econo
mically to the development of the society; she is then reduced to her 
simple role of procreation; she is needed in order to ensure an heir 
so that a man does not allow the an·cestral line to die out a-fter him-

. self. In this mobile existence where there is perpetual mov\ng on in 
search of new pastures, at most in wagons.. she is even regafd~d as a 
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useless mouth in times of famine and suppressed as such; that is the 
only sociol~gical explanation which can be given of the live burial of 
young girls practised exclusively in the nomad world, particularly 
Aryan; even after the Graeco-Romans became settled, these practices, 
going back to the earliest epoch in the history of these peoples, 
showed signs of life as sequel of the past; the Greeks could never un
derstand the Egyptians who brought up all the children who were born 
to them, instead of exposing three fourths, feeble or not, on the 
refuse heap. 

Since the major anxiety of the Indo-Aryan was to have a male heir 
who should keep up the family cult and ensure the libations on the 
f~~~~ al~ar, it was not unusual to see in Athens at the height of its 
ClV111zat1on, two brothers marrying the same wife in order to ensure 
offspring; polyandry was born of these requirements in the nomad life 
of the steppes and is found only in this cradle: Caesar found it in 
Britain where a group of men composed indiscriminately of brothers, 
sons and fathers, m~rried the same wife. It also exists in Northern 
India as an apanage of the Aryan world. It can be understood from 
t~is that. according to the Aryan nomad conception of the family, th~ 
Wife was bound to the husband without any possibility of divorce well 
before the birth of Christianity, that the man has the right of life 
and death over his children, that he can sell them all, or kill them. 

. ~e married woman must forget her natural family; until the le
gtsla~ton of Solon, who drew his inspiration from Egyptian law, after 
the first popular revolts, kinship throuph females was unrecognized in 
the Northern Mediterranean (Italy, Greece). The children ofc two sis
ters, co~t:ary ~o t~e African custoJI'l as we shall subsequently see, 
have no CIVIl kinship. Women are excluded from inheriting in Row.e. 
G:eece, Germany, Britain and Ireland. In the latter country, in th~ 
M1ddle Ages, they were constrained to military service as a corollary 
to th~ir succession.to.landed property. The Aryan woman had no legal 
capacity and a fo~t~o~4 could not transmit any political right or be a 
Queen consecrated according to tradition. ~hen she did become so in 
~he Helle~istic ~er~o?, ~nder the PtolemysSin Egypt or with Agrippina 
1n ~ome, It was In Imitation of the practices of the Southern Egyptian 
Nubian world and not on the basis of an indigenous tradition. 

As far as written documents or the evidence of prehistory allow 
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us to go back into the past, we find already in place nothing but set
tled civilizations, with no possibility of discerning even a trace, if 
only in legend, ·Of an anterior nomadic period. This is true of the 
Meroi tic Sudan, the Nubia of the ancients, of which the present Ethio-
pia was only, it must be said, the eastern province. It is equally 
true of Egyptian civilization, which goes back to the fourth milennium 
before Jesus Christ, according to the modest chronology, althou~h 
efforts are being made to revise this date out of "solidarity" · with 
Mesopotamian history. It is equally true of the rest of black Africa 
where the sporadic nomadism of the Fulah merely constitutes a compari
tively recent phenomenon; going hack to the dismemberment of the old 
Egyptian Empire and the dispersion of its aristocracy by Cambyses. 

Matriarchy is linked to agricultural life for economic reasons. 
The woman appears as the most settled element in the society: the boy 
of the family is more mobile than the girl: even under this settled 
system he can be compared with thebird of the bough. If he had to 
transmit political rights, property, ancestral cult, or any value 
whatever, all that would soon be lost, dispersed outside. Tradition 
would dissolve very quickly and that is why it is his older or younger 
sister, it being immaterial whether he is older than she is, who will 
transmit the rights of inheritance and of succession to the throne and 
even the most solid kinship from the African point of view. 

With the help of exogamy, the social structure is such here that 
it is the man who leaves his clan to enter that of his wife, where he 
is merely a stranger. He is also denuded of all rights, hoth Q.Ver the 
person of his wife, who continues to belong to her natural family, and 
over his children who do not belonp; to him, and who~ in consequence 
cannot inherit from him. It is the wife's brother, the maternal uncle 
who is the true civil father of the child: the child inherits from. the 
uncle, who originally had the right to sell the child. Links in the 
paternal line are the most subsidiary in this settled society. It 
will be understood that the man contrihutes the dowry which, as we 
have seen, also signifies the compensation b-rought by the stranger who 
integrates himself into the clan of his wife. 

The existence of a queen under such a system fits in well with 
tradition. Queen Hatshepsut who belongs to the demarcation between 
the seventeenth and eighteenth Egyptian dynasties, appeared to the 
priests of Ammon as the personification of dynastic legitimacy. It 
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was the same with Queen Candace of the Heroitic Sudan, who fought at 
the head of her troops against the armies of Augustus Caesar command
ed by the · general Petronius at the height of the Roman power: under 
the influence of the complex formed by Byzantium a tradition came into 
being which explains the possibility of the existenceof Queens in the 
Aryan world to-day. A distinction must therefore be drawn between 
these belated traditions and the ancient tradition of the time when it 
existed in its pfire state. 

Patriarchy and matriarchy thus correspond to two concepts, two 
domestic ideas which are diametrically opposed and can no more be re
conciled with each other than climates and material conditions. 

There has been no passage from one to· the other in the internal 
sense of the word, that is to say that it ha.s never been demonstrated 
that a people-; -by- autonomous -evolut-ion,-·. without external influence, 
has passed from one form of organization to the other. The attenua
tion of the matriarchal system which is observed to-day in black
Africa, can without any doubt be imputed to the penetration of. Islam 
and Christianity and the temporal presence of the West. ~e p~oples 
of the Aegean Mediterranean m~st be regarded from a historical and 
sociological point of view, as aborigines more or less imbued with 
southern culture and traditions who were destroyed by the Achaeans and 
the Latins as representatives of a foreign culture; 

After this first distinction between these southern African con
cepts and those of the rest of the world, especially the Indo-Aryan 
world, we turn to the organization of the State, with all the relevant 
elements such as royalty, patriotic sentiment etc. 

With the help of ancestor-worship, before being subjected -to 
southern influence, especially that of Egypt, the Indo-Europeans were 
unable to raise themselves to the conception of a territorial State 
uniting several cities. Their religious beliefs (ancestor-worship) 
were opposed to it. Fustel de Coulanges has shown this in his study 
of the ancient city, La Cite Antique; "Between two cities" he writes 
"there was something which was harder to traverse than a mountain." 
A conquered city could not be adTT"inistered by the conqueror who was 
nothing but a stranger in relation . to the gods of the· defeated city; 
there was therefore nothing to be done but to do away with all the in-
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habitants or sell them as slaves. This was done for centuries until 
the unitary state concepts of the Egyptian world, along with cosmopo
litan universalist religious views, entered the northern Mediterranean 
thanks to the . scientific philosophers and the Greek legislators who 
nearly all went for inspiration to the millenary acquisitions of Egypt 
favoured by the unique structure of the Nile valley. This was the 
case, almost without any possible contest, with Thales of Miletus, 
Pythagoras of Samos, Plato, Archimedes of Sicily, Solon, Herodotus 
etc. Plutarch 'in 1Bit Osiris gives a long. list ,of these scholars of 
European ori~in who were pupils of the Egyptians. 

The inundations of the Nile, which call for collective protective 
and irrigation works, are undoubtedly one of the ~aterial causes which 
early encouraged the appearance of a society or~anized on the scale of 
a whole territory, in contrast with the Indo-Aryan city-state. . Even 
Plato, in his Republic, could not rise above the idea of a city-State. 

These ideas could have been expanded 
patriotism and xenophobia of Graeco-Roman 
cosmopolitanism and xenophilia. 

furthe~ by contrasting the 
antiquity with the African 

For many centuries the city was nothing more than the settled 
tribe. The man who leaves his own city is no longer a citizen. He 
does not possess the freedom of the city anywhere: the gods of the 
other cities will not allow him to be judged in the courts. He may be 
killed without a penalty being incurred. Men loved their city, because 
away from it they were in imminent danger of being made slaves. 

Xenophilia and cosmopolitanism, collectivism and the -vitalistic 
conception of royalty (of which I have not even spoken) appear as the 
cultural characteristics of Africa which it would be possible to dwell 
upon at great length. 

On the philosophic and moral plane, the state of endemic war in 
the Eurasian steppes, the general insecurity which foll~ed from it, in 
short, all the conditions of nomadic life in these unpropitious regions 
seem to have predisposed the Indo-Aryan to what Nietzsche calls effica
cious sin ,and crime. He claims the myth of Prometheus as a cultural 
apanage3. of the whole ,Aryan race. The Aryan has the special gift, ac
cording to him, of constructing pessimistic metaphysical and moral sys-

( 
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terns: his conception of the Universe is always tair.ted with a feeling 
of guilt. Nietzsche thinks that this is a faculty which arises out of 
profundity of spirit. The myth of Prometheus is akin to that of the 
fall of man after Adam and Eve. 

The opposition here seems to be profound. The African, from an
cient Egypt to our own days, has never thought of basing lasting morals 

· or metaphysics on pessimistic foundations. 

Similarly, his morals are not warlike; the African, Nubian as well 
as Egyptian, felt happy in his own place and had no economic reason .to 
leave it for the sake of invading neighbouring countries. Northern Eu
rope is an unpropitious region, compared with Africa and the South in 
general. That is why invasions often take place from north to south, 
to dispute with the Africans_-the--resources of their own country.· From 
the Achaeans -- peoples of the sea -- down to the contemporary epoch, 
these invasions haYe remained uninterrupted. The African is not a con
queror, it is only on the defensive that he' reveals himself as a good 
warrior by vital adaptation. This was the case with Thothmes III in 
the eighteenth Egyptian dynasty, after the Hyksos invasion, with Queen 
Candace, of Whom Strabo says that she had a courage beyond her sex; it 
was the case with all the national resistants of the colonial epoch, 
Samory, Lat Dior, Behanzin, Rabah, El Hadj Omar, the Mahdi etc. 

It is perh«Ps in the moral domain that the intervention of the 
conditions of life is more striking than anywhere else, in the method 
of coneeivinj tfie ideal of well-being, for example, or of supreme re
compense, that is to say, in the conception of Paradise. 

The sociological comparison of the Germanic Valhalla and the Greek 
Olympus, on the ~o_itechand, with the Egyptian Paradise on the other,is 
conclusive. In the first two, terrestial crimes, violences and intri
gues are tranSposed. · It is not the just man who goes to Valhalla, but 
the warrior fallen on the field of battle. It is'then only that the 
Valkyries, transformed into swans, come to gather up the fallen and 
transport them to the home of the gods. In Paradise, the gods, who 

"So you may change the ~eoZogy of a peopZe.; but you cannot 
change their Religion." -- Edward Blyden 

are bored, spend their days in drinking and 
their nights in quarrelling amon?; ._themselves: 
they would all die of hunger if Frigga, the dau
ghter of Wotan did not grow golden apples for 
them in her garden. In contrast, in the south
ern cradle of Mankind, in the tribunal of Osiris, 
the balance of Thot and Anubis is the supreme 
symbol of equity. Here too, everyday reality 
has been idealized and transposed to Paradise. 
But in the case of settled life it is the ideal 
of peace and justice which has prevailed over 
the necessity of war and warlike morals. 

We therefore see that, in passing from the• 
south to the north all cultural values are over
thrown and become as opposite as the poles. To 
sum up, ancient Africa was opposed to Europe in 
its conceptions of domestic life, statecraft, 
philosophy and morals, etc. 

The two worlds which I have described li.ved 
for_a long time before entering into sustained 
contact, as it seems. The southern world origi
nally had the supremacy and preceded the Aryan 
world on the shores of the Mediterranean, which 
explains the traces of matriarchy found in that 
region. This situation lasted until the second 
milennium, about 1500 B.C.; this date coincides 
with the mass descent towards the south of the 
Indo-European peoples, passing between the Cas
pian and the Black Sea and elsewhere. Western 
Asia as far as the Indus is to all appearances 
the zone of confluence of these two streams, 
northern and southern. The stratification of 
these two sociological realities can be discern
ed there at every level, in every epoch ~nd in 
all fields. 
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FOOTNOTES: 
1) The assumptions of Cheikh Anta Diop on culture, can, we think, be 
summarized in the followinp.: two quotes from the introduction and for
ward of his famous book, The Cultural Unity of Negro Africa: 

a)"In each of these varied domains . I havetried to bring to view 
the common denominator in African culture. 
If I have chosen Europe as the nepation of cultural antithesis, 
it is because in addition to reaso~s of geographical nature the 
documentary evidence which comes from the Northern Hediterranean 
lands is mqre abundant at the present time. 
If I were to extend my_comparative study beyond India to China, 
I would _run the risk of affirming things of which I were not 
thoroughly convinced because of lack of documentation." 

.. ~.h1", .. There .existed :in ___ th~_'beginn:illg, befo:re tbe ~~ccessive con-
tacts of peoples and of nations, before the age of reciprocal 
influences certain non-essential relative differences among peo
ples.; These differences had to do with the climate and the spe
cific conditions of life. The peoples who live for a lengthy 
period of time in their place of origin where moulded by their 
surroundings in a durable fashion it is possible to go back to 
this original mould by identifying the outside influences which 
have been superimposed on it. It is not a matter of indiffer
ence for a people to devote itself to such an inquiry or to ac
quire such a recognition of itself. For by-doing this the peo
ple in question becomes aware of what is solid and valid in its 
own cultural and social structures and in its thought in general 
; it becomes aware also of what is weak therein and consequently 
what has not been able to withstand the passage of time. p. 9. 

2) a priori -- from previous assumptions. 
3) a fortiori -- for a stronger reason. 
4) apanage -- so~ething that is added on. 

5) Ptolemys were a group of Kings of Greek origin who ruled Egypt af
ter the conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great, and who later· 'be
cawe 'mixed' as a result of intermarriage with indigenous African 
people. 

FREE ALL BLACK POLITICAL PRISONERS!! 

sonia s<tnchez 

david henderson 

arthur pfi ster 

alicia 1. johnson 

claude jackson 

james vaughn 

arthur simons, jr 

He is Shaka the unshakable, 
thunderer-while-sitting, son of Menzi 
He is the bird that preys on other birds, 
•rhe bllttle-axe that excels other battle-axes •• •• 

(traditionnl - South Africa) 
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them that pot 

gun-tot in 
knife-swinging 
bring-m-downer 

of the system(s) 

git tired now and then 
and begin to be free 

with sisters 
of compassionate 
breast that 
heave word 
the lord 
done come 
and prepared 
places to rest 

they always been able 
to heal the sick and 

love-starved world 
'cause they don't 
mirid giving 
what the other woman 

ain't 
never been able to. 

.not having a 
w(hole) soul. 

james vaughn 

THE GRAVEYARD CREW 

I saw me there 
intent 
sucking winds blowing 
morbid minds of 
freedom freaks 

erect in tradi tiona! eyeballing 
over the ruins, 

U.S. Seal of Approval 
a dollar 
a pill 
a drink 
a· fuck 

We powder our asses to~ether 
strut 'mid mindless masses 
fake a smile 
and swear that we are 
"the baddest mother-f's" 

being 
b 1 ack awhile 
it's hip 

counter
R-E-V-O-L-U-T-I-O-N

aries 
living 
dead. 

james vaugbl 

2R 
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those old hi storian_s~Iied/ 

those 
old 
historians 
He d. 
they 
said 
a man 
named columhus 
discovered a 
country, 
america • 

. . {i l~----~·=-··-"·~----~---~---
dug him up today 
stomped the fool 
five-times back 
into his grave. 
and · 
passed on 
to a man 
named lincoln 
killed him 
twice 
today. 
then on to 
a 
painted 
pruned 
pissed 
faced man named johnson 
found some egp;s in his 
hirds nest 
he had fucked them 
also in the neck 

(like som~one else(i)know) 
then he fried them 
for his texas gatherinp. 

(i) am told 
history repeats 
herself 
that's no LIE 
the h-i-r-d-s 
fell today 
from their nest 
and n-I-E-n. 

-alicia 1. johnso~ 
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BURC,UNDY STPEF.T 

four stories high 

i viz both waterways of new of 

the mississippi crescents devil horns 

as lake ponchetrain shimmies to the ancient fires along her shores 

both bring the breezes 

from the gulf of mexico or usa proper 

to this point 

where all 

- empties out 

a bourbon street jiggle 

by dundown or sunrise 

will uncover legions of white women 

shouting arms high 

bellyrollin and ahumpin to public climax 

amid the consumption of light 

walk the track 

step back 

emperiors line motel balconies 

toasting the din 

toasting the death 

round the corner 

the old black jazzmen are preserved in a hall 

waiting for the saints 

to coiJTle amarching in 

& riot 

i live in vieux carre 

the old quarter of the french 

where the blacks line the narrow arcades 

drinking regal heer I 
they await the late 

f!larie laveauthe vodun queen 

to come on in 

but the train from congo square 
is lost 

- david henderson -

32 
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a chant for young I bruthus I 

& sistuhs 

yall 
out there. looooking so coooool 

in yo I highs. 
yeah yall 

listen to me 
screeaaming·this song. 

rat there 

did u know i've 
seen yo I high 

on every blk / St in 
white I amurica 

~-=--"=·~~·~~~=-··--·· - -i -' ve. seen..¥<Li.-~se".lf . .l _ 
imposed I quarantined I hipness 

on every 
slum I 

bar 1 revolutionary I at 
& th~re yall all be sitting. 

u bruthu. 
u sistuh. 

listen to this drumming. 
this sad I chant. 

listen to the tears 
flowing down my blk I face 

listen to a 
death I song being surig on thick I lips 
by a blk I woman 

once i.had a maaan 
who loved me so he sd 
we lived top,etha, loved togetha 
and i followed whereever he led 

now this maaan of mine 
got tired of this sloow pace 
started getting high a lot 
to stay on top of the race 

yall 

saw him begin to die 
screeaamed. held him so tight 
but he got so thin so very thin 
slipped thru these ·fingers of might. 

last time i heagd from him 
he was banging on a ·woman's door 
calling for his daily high 
didn't even care bout the score. 

once i looved a man 
still do looove that man 
want to l•ove that man again 
wish he'd come on hone again 

need to be with that maan 
need to·love that man 
who went out one day & died 
who went out one day & died 

out there 
in yo/highs. 

loooooking so coooo~ 

yeah.· 

crmon down from yo /white/ highs 
and live. 

yall. 
rat there 

sonia sanche~ 
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television I poem 

how many of u niggers watched 
ted 

kennedy 

he sed 

on 1V yesterday 
while 

to the motion I picture I capital 
: 

of the world. (amurica) 
i am still moral. 

, . u know. 
i am still that I bright eyed 

descendant · 

i am· still 

by a mild / 

-- -'-of-p:a t rtotism. 
runni~g for president 
yr I soon - to - he - I king 

removed from his 
here I di I tarr throne 

republican I battle. 
victory. 

confessed I talked 
bout hjs 

in I dis I creet 

u forgive him. 
yeah. 

in I discretion 

all u blk I jesuses. 
how many. 

niggers have u forgiven so readily? 

sonia sanchez 

& made 

\ 

I 

so this is our revolution 

nigguhs with naturrals 
still smoken pot drinken 

" shooten needles into they arms 
for some yestuhday dreams. 
sistuh fucken other sistuh's 
husbands 

cuz the rev 0 lu shun don 
freed them to fight the 
enemy ( they sistuhs ) 

yeh. 
the 

revo lushun is here 
and we still 

where our fathas I 
muthas ·were 

twenty yrs ago 
cept we all look 

p~ettier. 

battle to be fought 
outside of bed I 

like. 
to be 
a blk 

room I minds: 
there are children 

taught to love· ·they blk I selves 
I culture 

~o be raised on this 
white I assed I universe. 

how bout a 
fo I real 

sun inspired life 
while 

these modern I day I missionary I 
moon I people 

go to the moon 
where they belong. · 

sonia sanchez 
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a guilty 1 ~ve 

Brown-eyed woman, why did i madly, coldy.,beat you? 

·anger you, te:;tse you, never gladly greet you .•. 

l\'hy didn't i know that 'twas my Black Duty 

to love you - your Blackness - your innate beauty? 

Brown-eyed woman, i'd often come home dead drunk 

-head bloody, mouth·muddy, clothes often stunk. 

Brown-eyed woman, why from your beauty away i ran? 

-the only "beauty" i'd seek would be that of •.• THE MAN. 

~: -=cowoman;i'm sorry. i- sooof'ten-ci-gnored you 

-distressed you, depressed you, so often deplored you. 

Woman, your eyes, your Blackness, didn't groove me. 

Only long, yellow· strands, whlte skin would move me. 

This was all true 'fore my awakening-my behoovement 

Before i was truly Black and involved in ... THE MOVE~fENT. 

Brown-eyed woma11, i need you madly, i mi.ss you. 

My arms seek your waTI!lth badly, my lips seek to kiss you. 

Brown-eyed woman, i do miss you so--

and Black Man is so sad 

.•. he just 

.•• didn't 

... know!~ 

. . . . 
arthur pfister -

MA' BABY FROM HOUSTON 

ma bones achin' 
from settin' in ma creakfn' chair 
on ma screened porch 

watchin' 
them younR folks 

playin ~. 
& grass growin' 

wonderin' 
why i go on livin' 
& then she comes 

with her 
gentle walk 

her 
heart/felt smile 

an ma slippers 
in her mouth~ .••• 

= arthur pfister 

3.8 
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Sisters (Movinp, Sisters Grooving) 

Sisters moving with their soft sweet looks 
stepping to the beat of an unseen music 
perpetual motion crowned by beautiful "Fros" 
smiling softly to an unknown thought 

Sisters grooving with their Afro prints on 
bodies slashin g the air, looks crashing the mind, 
seducirtg onlookers with a twist of their heads 

_ e_nc}lantment se~ping through their smiling lips 

Sisters moving with their soulful strides 
arms swinging, hips swaying, eyes singing 
crashing the silence with their mlillow tones 
humming softly a mysterious song 

Sisters standing with their hands on their hips 
looking at the world from behind dark glasses 
standing waiting on their tardy lover 
forgiving ~im sweetly with a tiny kiss 

Sisters walking with their mini-skirts high 
blowing men's mirid with their ebony thighs 
pouting, frowing, laughing, clo~~ing, 
working their show for all to see 

Sisters laughing with their foxy air 
tilting their heads as onl'y a Sapphire can 
talk_ing, jiving, walking and strivjng 
with the royal looks of the ancient Black queens 

Sisters moving in their tight bright pants 
defying nature with each soulful step 
moving with the grace of a stalking Black Panther 
showing the world how the Best Do their thing 

Sisters moving to their own sweet beat 
don't need no music it's all inside 
taking their place with their ambitious Brothers 
pride personified is my Beautiful Black Sisters 

arthur simons jr 
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Mother ~·Burn Down 

If you burn America down 

Send her to the ground 

The Red, White and----Blue 

Stars, Stripes, and all 

They will say you are wrong 

If you riot for your hungry kids 
_-,..;;c_o..: •.. _.~----~- -·•----"-~--- -·---~-- - ·- ~ -~- ----· 

To feed, clothe, and care for them 

They will say you are wrong 
* 

If you defend your homes against 

Racist cops----Racist cops 

Legislators w~ll squirm and hop 

·If you burn the. mother dO\m 

there will he no one to frown 

and say~---they are wrong. 

claude jackson 

I'o ~·til tis 
(/ 

c 0/Jl.L l/[ T.;_\T IC~!T 10~\f 

~~~·-.··· ... ~'iilllll!!l:~ ";..1111""'::..,_,~.:/· . ¥ ··. . ... 

: --~: : . .- '{ ~- ..: 
~ ~ 

' 

WILl.ARil 'f,. PlNN, JR. 

The mass media on all levels - radio, T.Vq motion pictures~ news
papers and magazines - has completely failed to recognize the existence 
of Black People.. It has also failed in its acthm-role i'JS critic of 
Black Peoples' endeavors. In addition, most Negroes caqght up in their 
integration bag have gone along with the whitewash by accepting, justi
fying or. heing completely ignorant to it; and it is because of this 
l<H:k;ey . attitude that nothing on a mass scale is beinp: done to change 
it. 

( 
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Everyday that goes by, Black People are being misinformed about 
themselves more and more. One must always keep in mind the fact that 
N.B.C., A.B.C., C.B.S., N.Y. Times, L.A. Times, etc, all mean america-
white america. They all stand for the perpetuation of racism, genocide 
and outright lying. The purpose of the white oriented mass media is to 
white orient. Black People must become aware and beware of the hand
picked so-called Negro leaders who permeate the racist news media con
demning Black People for not turning the other cheek. These so-called 
leaders· must be exposed for their 11house nigger" activities. They 
should be given one opportunity to apologize to Afro-America for tap
daneing down Wall Street. After that, they should be dealt with like 
all other white racists. Brother Carmichael has said that every Negro 
is a potential Black Man. However the Black Man's struggle is one of 
survival and hence the malignant Negroes will have to be left behind; 
for time is of the utmostimportance. 

It is no accomplishment or compliment to have Black history pre
sented for one hour one day a week for several weeks by some guilt-rid
den white liberal producers. It is also no accomplishment nor compli
ment to have a WWRL or aWLIB when they must present news with the same 
racist slant as the other stations further down the radio dial. All of. 
the broadcasts are only stepping stones - part of the means to an end 
and not the end in themselves. The end result is programming with all 
B.lack everything. 

Black newspapers must abolish their integrationist philosophy and 
deal with the problem of survival in a racist society. ~fore news must 
be included in these papers that has direct bearing on the Black world. 
When the N.Y. Times or L.A. Times unjustly condemns Brother Rap or Bro
ther Huey, the Black press must immediately come to their defense. If 
they cannot do this then they should have their ~resses shut down. For 
it is better that they say nothing than to tell a "white lie." ~,'lthat 
happens in Small's and Count Basie's is not important. ~~at's ~~pPen
ing in the streets and courtrooms to innocent black people is the most 
pressing need for the Black press to concern itself with. 

Newspapers such as The ~1ovement, The Black Panther, Muhammad 
Speaks, etc., must increasecirculation; for they and others like them 
are real voices of the Black community. Publications such as Black 
Politics, Journal of Black Poetry, Soulbook, Liberator, and others must 
be put on every news stand in every Black community. These publica-
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tions are a must to counteract the white racist press as well as to 
supplement the integrationist oriented Ebony-type puh~ccations. 

, Black Peop!e must also realize who it is that decides the value of 
B1ac~ art. ~~1te pe~ple. They are the so-called experts or critics. 
A wh1te rna~ Wlth a wh1te value system woven into his white brain is the 
one ~ho po1nts out the m~rits and demerits of Archie Shepp, Larry Neal, 
Lero1 Jones, Sammy Davis and James Brown. People with little unaer
standing of ~he Beatles and Rolling Stones - members of their o~n race
can no more Judge Black art than someone deaf, dumb and blind; and fur
~her, Black People should not allow themselves to be duped into think
lngt that what these "experts" say has any validity at all. .. to BLACK 
ar . 

Black People should expose themse~ves to all the information they 
can about themselves. but at the same t1me, become aware of who it is 
that is offering the information and deal with it accordingly. 

• .•• there is the crucial question of symbols. ~e symbols 
that the majority of the people relate' to have been creat
ed by the oppressor to ensure our psychological captivitu. 
We must create more relevant symbols that tlill intensify 
t~e people's determination to be free, politically, econo
m~cally and,psychologically; symbols that will facilitate 
the peoples development of a system of thought uYhich ulill 
e~able them to readily see through the oppressor's strate
g?-es so that tJe will not· be caught off guard again as it 
so d~ed fr:equently happens. Our awareness of where we 
are, h1-stor~cally, demands this responsibility of us.,; 

-- K. Kgositsile 
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REVOL[T~ 

I \, 

by 

EUSI KWAYANA 

•. 
Brothers and Sisters: 

We decided at an extended Executive Committee during May, 1968, 
that our fight for Black dignity in l>uyana would take the form of the 
Cultural Revolution. This, at present, is our mode of struggle to 
turn our formal political independence into an opportunity for the 
black resurrection, for the material, cultural, political and spiri
tual sal vat ion of the Black People of Guyana, the Caribbean and the 
Western Hemisphere. 

In ASCRIA, we are primarily Black People, in the sense that weare 
Africans· and our immediate and primary concerns are the dignity and 
the destlny of the descendants of that captive population that .was 
transported to the 1'/estern l!emisphere from the 15th century npht 
down to the 19th century, \,•hoM the Europeans had the good plea sure to 
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call their slaves. 

Thus we are:- in a very special sense within the context of Third 
World Solidarity, with the non-white peoples of the world, the :pecial 
kith and kin of our own historical vintage, flesh and blood w1th the 
African communities in Jamaica, in Antigua, in Cuba, in all the Carib
bean, in Brazil, ·in the United States of America, in Surinam and in 
Africa. 

Our special concern with the B~ack People originating in Africa 
is ~ special duty given to us b~ h1story; and we can never--be true 
soldiers of Bandung unless ~ f1rst acce£t this duty and strive to 
carry it out in all its aspects. 

Those people who attack us, call us racist, accuse us of dividing 
the nation and all that are the people who enjoy the spectacle of the 
sleeping African, sleeping with a smile on his face, a smile .directed 
to all the world, a nice chap offending no one but himself by over
sleeping and over-smiling. 

These people who point to us the finger of racism enjoyed the 
colonialist situation in which the black man was fleeing helter~skel
ter from his cui ture, from his m .. m beinr,, and tryinp to be a white man 
trying to imbibe, to learn by heart European or Euro-Christian cul
ture. To hell with them! We are a free people and we know what we 
are doing. We know that the African who scorns his origins in an ar
ticle of commerce, that though he claims to be Guyanese he cannot have 
any spiritual root-system, that he will be tossed about here and there 
by all the contrary winds of the neo-colonial offensive. 

We say that the cultural fight is first and foremost because we 
know that only those who break with white aspirations ~ stand ~ to 
the pOTiticar-revolutiO:n against white imp:rialis~ and ~o.the fi?ht 
for Black economic power. Only those who reJect wh1te rel1g1on, wh1te 
Ideas, white philosophy, wh~dreams and build black religions, black 
ideas, black philosophy, can stand ~and fight it out to the end with 
Wi1It"e power, never to go under it again to the end of the world. 

We have not in ASCRIA seen fit to use the slogan of Black Power 
as our mode of struggle. But we want it to be understood that so long 
as Black Power means the overthrow of "'hi te power by non-whites, by 
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black men and brown men and yellow men, we identify ourselves with it 
completely and without reserve. 

We were glad to. hear the Prime ~finister of Guyana, our brother For
bes Burnham, declare at the Youth Power Now rally on· December 29, 
1963, :that for him and his Government, Black Power meant :the consoli
dation m1d strengthening of the rt,tle of the black man and the brown 
man · over the resources and the destinies of Guyana, or words to that 
effect. This i~ a concept with which we can give our support on ana
tional scale and in a pa'triotic sense. 

ASCRIA wishes to go a, little further and congratulate .the Burnham 
Government for steering ·clear of the anti-Black Power hysteria that 
has got hold of Jamaica., 'Jrinidad and Surinam and at the same time ,.~· 
demand that the Guyana Government, provided it is not harbouring thre-. 
ats to its O'Wn security, make it known that it will give san~tl;lary cJ>7r 
aU black liberators that are in trouble, and to aU commun?.-tt.es. that 
consider they cannot realize their full human aspirations in the land 
of their birth or the land of their resid~nce. In this con~ection, we 
welcome the presence among us those Muslt.m brothers and st.sters from 
Black ~ca who have chosen Guyana as a heme, one ofwhom spoke to-

4izyin other words, we do not regard the ideas of Malcolm X (Malik Sha
bazz). Carmichael, the Honorable Elijah Muham~ed or Walter Rodney or 
Muhammed Ali, or their organizations as subvers1ve to our cause .• 

We must also note with pain that certain professed 'Black Power' 
movements, notably in London, contradict themselves by falling under 
the power of militant white internationalist movements that do not 
share the aspirations of the revolutionary Black people ?f the.~orld. 

It is fitting to say from this forum a word on. the A~ncan. st~?gle 
in the mother continent. Some people are loud 1n the1r antl-Afncan 
cries, pointing to the collapse of ce:t~in ~frica~ Go~ernments .. As 
c. L. R. James says, what has been fa11lng 1n Afr1ca 1s not Afr1can 
systems but European systems left by the colonisers. . . . 

Many African revolutionaries ha~e be~n :aug~t t.n ~ neo-:olont.aZ-
ist tpap carefully designed by world unpert.ahsm. ~heu: acht.~vements. 
in a few cases were staggering and tremendous. In thet.r anxt.~ty for 
economic improvement, they often took the aultu~al revolu~t.on for 
granted. In any case ASCRIA joins in the condemnat1on of the 1mpe:1a-
list powers that have interrupted the peacef~l development of Af:1can 
independence and remains as always fully comm1tted to the total llber
ation of Africa, colonial and independent. 
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We have, from time to time, expressed and advised our representa
tives abroad to express our support for the revolutionary student 
movement in North America. This is a movement in which Black students 
often with the alliance of white students, lasting or temporary, have 
attacked the old-fashioned and oppressive university establishment and 
called for programmes of study that recognize'the Black Nation of 
America. 

Recently, or rather currently, we have been approached by tt(e Ca
nadian students in Sir George Williams University in Canada for moral 
support in their struggle against a professor and an administration 
committed to white supremacy. We are glad to note that Caribbean Go
vernments have bailed their nationals and offered legal assistance to 
their nationals accused in the Canadian courts. 

We salute the students at Montreal who have risked their lives in 
their necessary protest against humiliation at the hands of white su
premacists. 1\Te give notice that discrimination against our fellow 
countrymen in North America can be followed by discrimination against 
North Americans in Guyana in many areas of national life. The cultur
al revolution like many other things in life is a kind of argument be
tween o~posites that are not really separate. We say that a cultural 
revolut~on is necessary to steel people for political and ~~o~ic 
changes. But having made these changes~ the cultural revolution nO'W 
becomes dependent on the nez,_, economic basis. 
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We call upon our members therefore and all Caribbean Governments 
and leaders of thought to begin now to lay the basis for a home-devis
ed programme of a collectivist economy. Our people have not any real 
tradition of individualism. In this area of construction we do not 
have to await Government action. Once the possibilities are there we 
can begin now at the level of the people to create the new ins!ituti
tions that wi 11 serve the people. Cooperative societies has~d on our 
needs and protected against capitalism offer a wide opportunity for 
constructive work and development. 

Within the programme of the cultural revolution we will redouble 
our efforts at organizing people into co-operative societies for agri
culture, for mining, for business, for manufacturing, handicraft and 
small industry in general. 

ASCRIA has studied the ideas about the development of ~SPORT in 
Guyana as expressed publicly and in discussion with Reds Perreira. We 
join him in his call for the decolonization of sport. The sport poli
cy of Government must be such that young people in all parts of Guyana 
and from all walks of life can have the chance to take part and com
pete on an equal basis. Public-spirited men & women in Government &in 
sport must see Sport as a wide area in which youth can express their 
talents and crown their efforts with achievement. Snobbery in sport, 
the suppressing of talent, the denial of opportunity, the casual 
approach to sport must be swept away by a tide of popular disgust; and 
the youht of the country must be free to take part in healthy, pur
poseful activity which, like good nutrition often forms the basis of 
healthy national life. 

ASCRIA in the name of the Africans of Guyana salutes the Conference 
of Amerindian Chiefs called by the Prime ~1inister of Guyana. It is 
the white man who has always spoiled the relations between the Amer
indians and the Black people by using the Amerinidians against us as 
hunters of runaway slaves. Now the Prime Minister, an African descen
dant, is matching an alliance with the Amerindians over the head of 
the white men in Guyana, and in Venezuela, and espec-ally over the 
head of the white missionaries. 

Now we must select a few campaigns which, with your consent, will 
be the focus of the cultural revolution for the next year. 
"[) We must appeal to aU "loyal Guyanese to buy at "least one ob,iect of 
Guyanese handicraft each month~ so as to set ne?JJ standards of home de
coration and personal adornment~ and provide a growing i.ome market for 
coastal and interior handicraft and for the work of our artists. 
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2) We are starting a neM drama-concert movement for the expression of 
the Guyanese folk-arts and to combat the influence of the trashy North 

1 American and English films that dehumanize our people. 
3~ ~e mu~t explain to the people that the continued presence of white 
m~ss~onar~es who come here to preach to Black People is an insult to 
our national honor. We do not need thi$ type of technical assistance. 
'Jhese people are among us to continue the concepts of ?JJhite-God~ wnite 
Saviour and ?JJhite Tlirgin. 'Jhey can only do serious harm to national 
development. 
4) 'Jhe spread of information on African names and the name change cam
paign must be developed ~idly. Inquiries are pouring into our office 
and we must gear ourselves to perform the service. 
5) 'lhe campaign against European forms of dress and European fashiem 
be redoubled. If ?JYe are free people_, ?Jle must not automatically contin
ue like people in a stupor or a trance Mhat the slavemaster left. 1his 
campaign wiU help the sp+ii-itual and cultural freedom of our people. 
6) Assist aU those who in the interests of Youth want to see sport 
developed on a popular democratic basis. Demand a national training 
centre for athletes. 
?) Organize people into cooperatives for savings~ agriculture~ fore
stry~ business~ mining and small industry to break the back of the old 
colonial economy. 
8) Use every means of popularising Guyanese history and Guyanese he
roes by taking lecturers and literature to the people in all part ;of 
the country. 
9) Step up the campaigns for the decolonization of the commercial banks 
operating in Guyana and calling on the Government to see that they work 
in the interest of the national economu. 
lO) As you decided this morning to ;ampaign hard with the regional 
Black Pou,er Caribbean Conference for a Caribbean General Certificate of 
Education instead of a London General Certificate of Education. 
U) Allo?JJ Guyanese to see some of the great Black athletes of the 
world. 
l2) In addition to our oum programme~ invite Afro-American members of 
the folk song art. 
l3) Organize a drama festival of African plays so that people may be
come acquainted with plays u'ritten by Africans all over the ?JJorld. 
Z4) Organize a beauty contest for Black beauties. 

'ihe African Society for Cultural Relations with Independent Africa 
Georgetown, Guyana President, Brother Eusi Kwayana 
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GUIUUIO OKUMANIN-SEI 
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Black musict as defined in the curriculum, 1 is to seek tounderstand 
Black.music as exemplified among the various scattered Black communi
ties of different sections of the globe in terms of the state's ideas, 
frames of reference, scale of values and methods l'Jith special emphasis 
on its origin-Africa, and Ghana as a case study and comparison. By do
ing this, we should also examine current trends in Black Music as indi
cated by the Contemporary music of Black people of the world. We com
pare and contrast how much influence the Black music and its rich cul
ture has on other music or otherwise. The method adopted is to prac
tice sinjing, dancing, drumming, rhythmic games a,nd drama in the con
text of 'flack ancestral culture and heritage. Finally, Black music is 
to seek to relate traditional and contemporary Black music to the world 

. of music at large. 

Thus, in the beginning was the voice and the voice was with . Raie~ 
~1otherland and the voice was Africa. Among the sweet voice of btrds 
and beasts was the tinkling voice of the Black man which identifies him 
among all other races of the world. This voice of the Black was lured 
on the arms of the whistling wind blowing over the evergreen trees to 
sleep irt the bosom of the cozy bed of Black soil and brown leaves un
derneath the trees. Even with no tools to use, and a hard axe to grind 
this fi:tst man on earth was able to invent musical instruments which 
have now become the symbol of all European imitations. The partition 
of the motherland, Africa, and the dispersion of the true heirs on 
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earth into bondage and servitude, has not surpressed the sweet voice 
coupled with the distinct rhyth~s of the Black race. Out of Black MU
sic, the inhuman infrin~ementa on the Blacks is expressed, and pardon 
for leaiency is sought. 

The rattling movements of the hands and body syncronize with Blade 
acrobatic feet .to tell all nations of the world the history of the 
Black race which began with the creation of the universe. The mutual 
agreement in singing, dancing and drti!MIIing prove the Black wtan •s sense 
of art and culture. When he sings, how he sings, the way he sings, 
portrays the geographical changes of time, climate and tradition. The 
voice of the town ~rier sumftans the villager to array for his religious 
rituals, and to prepare for his tedious daily chores. In his hardships 
as a slave, Black music is his c0111forter; in his death out of hard 

labor, his voice lures his soul safely to the arms of our ancestors. 
Without a weapon to resist the bully, he sings to bring compassion on 
the adamant heart. 

The music of the Black race has kept intact his knowledre of the 
scientific laws of nature and social laws of community living. But for 
the pressures on the Black race, music makes him the highest rational 
being on earth. Music endows in a Black world the sense of give and 
ta~e. Black m~n dee~s all w~alth valueless unless it flows freely from 
neighbor to neighbor. Non-violence, non-discrimination and equality is 
the pivot upon which Black music revolves. Thus music is the source of 
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humility of all Black na6ons under all 
conditions of life. Music is compatible 
with Black 'Philosophy. Music among all 
Blacks is all in all whether he be the 
first man with the dog face, (an>incre
dible story reported in Europe by the 
early explorers) or the contemporary 
man of the Black race which has under
gone biological evolution in order to 
achieve his present true human face. 

Last but not least, the role of music in a traditional Black so
~iety is not dormant, but active; not theoretical, but practical; not 
shy but friendly. Those who want to know the role must not read, but· 
do the dancing, drumming, and singing. It does not requi~e capital. 
All the ins-truments are made in 'the bones of the Black race JUSt as the 
late ~1artin Luther King Jr. was born with the song of "We Shall Over
come" and the drama of "I Have·a Dream". It is music that makes the 
Black child walk without first creeping on all fours. It mak:s the 
lame hop with no help of his walking stick. It makes the bllnd see 
with the mind's eye and walk upright. 

The warrior's bravery or cowardice is portrayed in his music. The 
King's realm and all his subjects can be summed up in his music. The 
most palatable food is cooked on the fla.mes of music and eaten on the 
lips of song. The Black priest is lost in a trance by the tuneful cho
rus and heals in the faith of Black music. llence it is the true way 
to ~alk throurtt ttte lesser gods to the deity. During puberty and wed
ding, it is the Black music that unites the couple and blesses them 
with love and no strict binding laws. The indigenous Black man starts 
hunting with music and ends with music. It is the alpha and omega in 
Black society. 

Finally, Black music is social, political, educational, economic, 
spiritual, ceremonial, historical, folk story, and communicative. It 
can be diluted but not conquered. 

Note: 
1. The curriculum of the Eastern lligh Freedom School in Washington, 

D.C. 

Having seen that racism exists in today's revolutionary Cuba, 
with the only change being its form of expression, we shall now exa
mine the attitude of white Cubail"revolutionaries" towards this pro
blem. However mildly, Nhen the very serious problem of racism is 
posed to them, the reactions they manifest are quite peculiar and 
must be analyzed. First of all this problem can only be discussed 
with a reduced number of white Cubans, since, for all purposes,"there 
is not even a shade" of racism left in Cuba. Therefore, one cannot 
discuss a problem which does not exist, and to talk about it is tan
tamount to craeating it, and craeating the problem of racism in Cuba iS 
"counter-revolutionary", and "counter-revolutionaries" are "agents" 
of North American Imperialists. 

Part III 

Nevertheless, let us analyze the "logic" of those white Cuban "revo
lutionaries" who accept a discussion of the matter. 

"Look here, there has been racism in Cuba for centuries and this 
cannot be changed overnight". First of all, this seemingly lopical 
statement serves to corroborate the contention that racism, contrary 
to the view held by most white "Marxists", has become a phenomenon 
independent of its economic and political r-aison d'etrae. If this 
weren't true, the simple elimination of its raaison d'etrae would, lo-
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gically, eliminate it. This argument in the hands of people who call 
themselves "Harxists" is obviously self-contradictory, considering 
that these' peop_le hold racism to be a phenomenon circumscribed to so
cieties of capitalist infrastructure. Their contention that race has 
nothing to do with it and that it is merely a "class struggle" -- a 
premise repeated over and over with the monotony of either insincerity 
or sheer blind stupidity -- has been the protecting shield of white 
"Marxists" the world over; but as they themselves should know, as 

·"Marxists", this is nothing but a fallacy, a fallacy to which they 
cling with the fervor of those who are guilty. Cuba is no longer. ca~ 
pi talist, but socialist, according to the leaders of the Revolutlon; 
why then does ·.racism still hold its own there? The answer lies in the 
fact that the "Marxists" at the head of the Cuban "Revolutionary" Go
vernment did not find anything in Marxism which_would compel them to 
surrender their deeply entrenched feeling of superiority over non-:Wes-

·-· tern- peoples •. One can easi-ly see that; the reason why they cannot. find 
in Marxist thought anything that would definitely break the continuity 
among them and the whole history of the racist white West, is that 
such a thing does not exist. For, it seems that the only change tak
ing place in a white man's mind, once he has become a "Marxist", has 
to do with the reasons why he has a right to feel superior, and not 
with the Zegitimaay of the feeling of superiority itself. 

"Look, things are better than they were before; or do you prefer 
to see the Americans and Batista back?" Let me ask, can the mass of 
Afrocubans be for Batista -- and thus for segregation -- and for the 
rule of the Ku-Klux-Klan and the White Citizens Council? Having horne 
the brunt of Yankee Imperialism in Cuba, could Afrocubans · fip,ht for 
the return of the North Americans? For Afrocuhans, Batista and his 
Yankee cohorts not only implied economic exploitation hut also the 
most overt form of racial oppression. Are Afrocuhans capable of hop
ing for the establishment of a regime similar to that of the United 
States where their black brothers are lynched'· raped, systematically 
brutalized· and daily deprived of their humanity? Obviously, some 
white "revolutionaries'' in· Cuba firmly believe in the old slavehola
er's axiom that "slaves yearn for their slavernasters out of love of 
the whip". 

But what certainly has to be pointed 
'philosophy contained in such a question 
than an odious bZ.aakmaiZ in which the white 

out concerns the i.rnplici t 
for it is nothing less 

Cubans consciously uti I·i ze 

the Ku-felttx .. Klan as a. 1\teans of pressure upon the 
Afrocuban masses •. In the first place, let us say 
that Afrocubans · knaw that ~Ussissippi is worse 
than 1964 Havana just as much as Afro-Americans 
know that Johannesburg (South Africa) is certain
ly worse than New York (USA) but such comparisons 
do not make any qf tho~e places the ideal towards 
which black people are consciously striving. 
Doesn't this amount to saying, "Nigger, be satis
fied with however little you have, and do not try 
to get more, for you still have a lot more than 
your brothers in.:Aia:bama or South Africa" .·(which 
somehow implies the recognition of brotherhood 
between white Cubans artd Africanders)" 

11 It will take another hundred years, at 
least, to educate new generations ... the transit 
from Socialism to Communism will do it .•. '·' During 
slavery, the Blacks were told by their white "a
bolitionist" masters, that once Spain was ousted 
and Cuba became independent they would obtain 
their freedom. After the slaves had obtained 
their freedom -- a fact which came about due to a 
long continued struggle on their part -- they 
were told by anti-Spanish "revolutionary" leaders 
that pending the departure of Spain and the esta
blishment of the republic they would be consider
ed "equal" citizens. Spain departed, the repu
blic was established, and the Blacks were told by 
"nationalist" white Cubans that with the esta
blishment of Capitalism they would obtain human 
rights. Capitalism ~as established in Cuba and 
the Blacks, who still did not enjoy any type of 
"equality", were told by white Cuban "socialists" 
(People's Socialist Party, later to become the 
Com~unist Party) that with the downfall of Capi
tallsm and through the advent of socialism, they 
would achieve true equality and full citizenhood. 
Capitalism fell, socialism was established, and 
today, eighty years from slavery, sixty-six years 
from the departure of Spain, sixty-three years 
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from the estahlishrent of the Pepublic and Capitalism, wH te Cuhan 
"~larxists" are tel Unft ft.frocuhans to wait for nthat Preat pettinp-up 
rnorninr" of the tnmsit 0f Soda1isl'1 into CoT"rtmism. 

Alas! White "revolutionary" Cu'bans cannot he accused of \':averinr:; 
for throughout th(' 1HJ:<:t eighty years they have followed a consistent 
policy of jumpinr froM one stage to another -- effecting rut a few 
technical' chanr,es -- and have postponed, for successive ~enerations, 
the day in which they would have to come to terms with a very frighten
ing problem: that of recor;nizing Afrocurans, their former slaves, as 
men \\'ho are equal to ·all others. Yet, shall I pose another question: 
are b 1 ack peop 1 e to be, over and over and forever, too 1 s in the hands 
of whites and marionettes in the plays of history? Is the dep:ree of 
inhumanity and humi 1 iation imbued in racism 
dependent upon the caprices of certain men- -
white men ;_..; or upon the "accidents" of 
historical development? Or is it the his
torical role of the black .man to wait for 
the "transits" of history -- while his 
white counterpart fully en,1oys the benefits 
of each successive stage of the so-called 
"historical development" in order to obtain 
whatever tnkens the whites are in the m(lnd 
to offer? This amounts t0 sayinp: that, in 
the view of white Cuban "revolutionaries"-
and in the views of white man aU ouei' -
black people are to concentrate their ef
forts in a struf.u~Ie to ohtain, at every 
turn, a lesser evil -- which repeatedly limits their option to the 
choice between and MOI'se a struRgle whose benefits and fruits 
always end ~~ in the han~s of those who set the pace, limits and speed 
of each ·''historical transit". 

In these circmnstances, it is self-evident that the role of black 
people, "'·hether as slaves or as me!'l1bers of the "proletariat" or as sol
diers in today's "revolutionary" Cuha is confined to that of paums on 
an <! 7.? -Phi te ehess'toai'd. This fact explains why during the period of 
struggle for power, the black masses are reminded hy their white "revo
lutionary hrothers" (If their suffering under_ the _''yoke cf Capi1J:<1lism'' 
while, once in pm.;er, race hecomes a forbidden ulord and to mention it 
is anathema and counr;ep-reoolutionai'7J. Such an attitude -- which has a 
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lot to do with the sense of "ownership" over a commodity" as slaves 
were -- responds to a basic need for white Cubans to reduce Afrocubans 
to a state of moral ~nd psychological servitude and dependency, indes
pensable for the ma1ntenance of the position of racial hegemony that 
they, as whites, have enjoyed over non ... whites· throughout the centu
ries. 

This subtle.scheme, of reducing an entire population to a state 
of t?t~l s~bserv~enc~, is manifested today in Cuba in many ways by the 
fals1f1cat1on and rearrangement of a history in which hlack men figure 
as the promoters; the condescension towards, if not the negation of 
the cultural contributions of Afrocubans to the formation ~f the na~ 
ti on; the mai~te~a~ce of a ~el~herate distortion of facts and figures 
t~ re~uce a s1gn1f1cant maJonty of the population into a numerical 
m1::or1t~; the sys~e~atic exclusion~ cf AL\frubans froo the _a;: fairs of 
the na~1on; the utt- hza~ion of obedient subordinates, who knowingly or 
u~knowmgl~ betray the Interest of their people by further reaffirming 
the supenority of one race over another; the demagogic use of th~ 
bla~k ma~ses .as obj:ct: o~ propaganda inconnection with deplorable 
rac1al s1tuat1ons ex1st1ng 111 other countries -- notably in the United 
States. 

Yet, if all these factors do not represent a conscious effort to 
' per~etuate the su~ordination of Afrocubans in an essentially non-white 
~a~1on, we now w1tness an attempt to destroy the values, culture and 
1~1osyncrasy of almost an entire population (which is of African ori
gm~ by way of concealing its heritage, cutting it from its roots and 
pav1ng the way for its extinction: a cultural assassination ... 

"African history does not exist ... " This amazing and astounding 
statement on the part of Dr. Che Guevara, one of the leading members 
of the Cuban ."~e':'olutionary" government, a man whose "Marxist" intel
lectual cap~b1ht1es ?ave won him the title. of. "the brain" of the Cu
ban.Revolutl?n --a tltle afforded him by his white European "Marxist" 
adm1rers -- 1s ~lear-cut evidence of the dangerous trend manifested in 
Cuba today. _TI;1: statement was prompted by a group of .Afro.:.Merican 
stud~nts (Vls.tttng.Cuba in the summer of 1963) who, notidrig the ah
senc~ of texthoo~s ~~ schools of all levels concerning Africa and its 
~eoples, and tabnr Into account the large Afrocuban population, cpest
lO~ed Dr. r.u<Pvara as to the reasons for this. After the stud.ents had 
po1nted l1nt to n.r. Guevara that African history and culture do e:ri,:;t. 
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the reply of Dr. Guevara was quite peculiar and de
serves a very~ very close scrutiny; 

'' ... I see no more purpose in black people stu
dying African history in Cuba than in my children 
studying Argentina, for they also go to school, you 
know ... Black people in Cuba need to study Marxism
Leninism, not African history ... '' 

Dr. Guevara's statement, which must be lauded for 
its unhesitating and crude straightforwardness, is 
nonetheless a remarkable display of insolence, a 
condescending insolence which is quite representa
tive of the racist trend sustained and manifested by 
the white "revolutionary" leaders of Cuba under the 
cloak of- Marxism and Leninism.--- -1'his trend, which 
saturates, at all levels, the thoughts and actions 
of the present "revolutionary" leadership of Cuba 
must he denounced for what it is: raci.sm... Never
theless, let us examine the implications of this 
brazen display of white racial insolence. 

Did it ever cross Dr. Guevara's mind that he, a 
white man froTP Ar?:entina, a country where today there 
are no blacks left because they all perished in the 
anti-colonial war apainst Spanish domination (I won
der if "the brain" is aware of this historical fa.ct?) 
may not himself need to study African history and 
culture hut that, on the other hand, a black man, a 
black Cuban, descendant of a people, a product of a 
culture and a civilization which, from his earliest 
days in school has been misrepresented~ confused~ dis
torted and lied about~ does need the fullest and most 
precise knowledge of the African peoples, their cul
ture and achievements, for his own self-appreciation? 

Did it ever occur to Dr. Guevara and his white 
Cuban "revolutionary" colleagues that where ~farxism
Leninism may provide the answer to the economic and 
political problems of the world, it does not, in it
self, for a people who have suffered not only from 

economic oppression hut also from racial subor
dination, provide the answer to one of their 
most basic and fundamental needs -- the need of 
self-respect? 

Does it occur to Dr .. Guevara, Dr. Castro, Dr. 
Dorticos and their ilk, that while they. enjoy 
a background of cultural and historical contin
uity, Afrocubans and peoples of African origin 
living on the American continent as a whole, 
have suffered a disruption in their cultural 
and historical sequence as a result of more 
than 350 years of slavery, imposed by their 
Spanish predecessors, and that this gap must be 
filled? 

Did it ever occur to the white "revolution
ary" leaders of Cuba that their view of society 
-- a view which, because of the fact that they 
are whites, corresponds to the view of white 
Western culture and history -- does not fit in 
with the view of a black Cuban, or the view of 
any other peoples of African origin who have 
gone through a historical experience diametri
cally opposed to theirs, and that this particu
lar experience has given birth to a frame of 
mind which is also diametrically opposed to 
theirs condit:hmed as they are, and have 
proved to be, hy their experience as whites? 

Yes, it has occurred to them, and that is 
precisely why Dr. Guevara sees no purpose in 
black Cubans studying African history, for the 
lack of knowledge of their history and their 
culture facilitates the realizatinn of the ob
jective TPanifested, as subtle as it TPay be, in 
the present trend: to whiten the b lac.k rubail 
population ... 

This daring objective is being exacted todmJ 
in the most subtle way when violence is not 
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used. Governmental restrictions have been placed on the practising of 
Afrocuban religions which have their roots on the continent of Africa 
and date back to more than six centuries. Members of the various Afro
cuban religious groups have been arrested under the pretext of organi
zing their ceremonies on days other than those appointed by the govern
ment as their practices are said to be incompatible with a socialist 
society. But if this is true; why is it that the same restrictions are· 
not equally applied to the Roman Catholic Church, the Protestant reli
gion or the, Jewish faith in Cuba? Synagogues, churches and <::;:~thedr"l$ 

, function freely in"socialist" Cuba, but. an effort to wipe out religious 
groups of African origin is exacted with the same insolent harshness. 
which characterized Dr. Guevara's statements. A National Institute of 
"Ethnology and Folklore" has been created; one of its main projects for 
1964 is stated thus: 

"studies will be initiatedconcerning certain religious sects 
(of African origin). which have e.ntered into conflict with the re
volution ...•• 1. 

First of all, .. it is interesting to note the use of the word "sect" by 
an institute. of "ethnology" to describe zoe Zigions of African origin in 
Cuba. The above quotation is sel.f-expZaruitory. The ceremonial dances, 
music and practices· of these religions (which bear a profound signifi
cance) are being placed on the stage in the·form of a "spectacle", un
der the guise of "folklore", for the amusement and diversion of viSit
ing foreign delegations·· as well as for Cuban audiences 2. in spite of 
opposition and widespread protest on the part of Afrocuban religious 
leaders. Dances and music which are part of the ceremonial compZex of 
creeds and tenets of these religious -- considered, quite reasonable, 
as sacred by its adherents and bearing a functional meaning in ·their 
practices -- · are being ·prostituted and presented in theaters as ''peo
ples' folklore". Why isn't the same applied to the sacred praCtices 
6f Judea-Christian faiths? The subtle motives beneath this outrage are 
simple, : a) to ~mascula~te the faith, through a prostitution of its most 
cherished religious values and a demoralization of its followers as a 
result; b) to systematically destroy what are considered to be "pagan" 
and "savage" religious "cults" by means of "civilizing" them into a 

"peoples' ·folklore". It can thus· be understood why they 
"have entered into conflict with the revolution".,-- 'the "revolution" 
wants to destroy them. But Cuba maintains a .. special embassy in Rome ac
credited to the Vatican, while a specfal emissary of the Vatican is ac-
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credited to Havana; therefore it cannot be said that this campaign of 
destruction is geared towards all religious manifestations. 

Let us examine for a moment the roles which both the Christian 
and African religions have played throughout the history of Cuba. 
During the period when Cuba's black population lingered in chains,·. 
were not the bitter the ones which preached rebellion to their follo
wers, and kindled and sustained the spirit of freedom and emancipa
tion among the slaves? Was not Christianity during that same period, 
the one which preached the enslavement and oppression of human beings 
whose "souls" they proclaimed to save by means of enchaining their 
bodies? Was not the Christian religion the faith of ss@,yeholders, 
its purpose being to provide the apologetic rationalization for op-. 
pression, racism and the domination of one race by· another? Through
out the years, and during the most recent period of the armed strug
gle against Batista, were not our religions the ones which served the 
purpose of struggling against tyranny and oppression, while the al
mighty christian (Catholic) Church was serving asan instrument of 
dictator Batista and an instrument of North American imperialism? 
Where in the entire history of Cuba have the creeds, tenets and prac
tices of African religions served the purpose of slavery, racism or 
oppression? Yet, it is well known that Afrocubans were barred from 
many Christian cathedrals and churches in Cuba. 

The trends, methods, and practices initiated by the white Span"" 
ish slaveholders two hundred years ago are being re-edited, copied in 
their minutest detail and applied by their white descendants who now 
go by the name of "revolutionary Marxists". These "historians" "wri
ters" and assorted white intellectuals, have constantly and repeated
ly ignored the vital contrih~tions of our religions in both the cul
tural and political formation of Cuba: 

0 These prevented Spanish colonialism from destroying their 
rich generational experience. It is because of this that the re
ligious organizations played a progressive role in the preserva
tion of African culture as well as in the political aspect. 
Thanks to the vitality of these religions, black music could be 
preserved, the music and rhythms of which gave birth to Cuban 
music, the highest expression of our national culture. I have 
said that these religious organizations played a progressive role 
in the political and cultural aspect of our nationality. This 
affirmation may·surprise many, because up to now, the contrary 
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thesis has prevailed_, that is to say that the black religions are 
a manifestation of savagery. Yet, this is the thesis of the ide
ologues of Spanish colonialism and its follow-up, the reactionary 
bourgeoisie ... As a matter of fact, the silence of certain 'revo
lutionary' writers concerning the political and cultural role of 
these faiths of African origin, is becoming quite suspicious" 3. 

Of course, this "silence" is suspicious, bearing in mind the fa
tal destiny that the present white "revolutionary" government has de
signed for the cultural entity of the Afrocuban nation. First comes 
the silence; second comes the effort to distort the role Blacks have 
played in the formation of a true Cuban consciousness and the libera
tion of Cuba from Spanish colonialism (a distortion similar to the 
preceding ones); third comes the affi:romation that these religions are 
"the opium of the people" and thus incompatible- with a socialist re
volution; fourth comes the branding of them as counter-revol-utionary_, 
and the grave has been opened to bury an entire culture which did not 
die as a result of a natuTal death, but was assassinated. Yes, of 
course our religions. have "entered into conflict with the revolution" 
for the simple reason that what white 11revolutionaries" are intending 
to destroy are the values, customs, habits; creeds and culture wb~ch 
constitute the essence of the Afrocuban nation, as an indispensable 
p:rerequisite to their objective of turning Cuba and its :inhabitants 
into a white nation ••• 

Yet, what is to fi 11 the vacuu111 left hy the annihilation of an 
entire culture? The answer can be found in the speeches of the white 
''revolutionary" leaders: the concept of lptinism. It can now be tm
derstood why Dr. Castro proclaims, addressing himself to a population 
which in its majority is significantly non-white: " ... we Cubans, La
tins, Spanish Americans -- a mixture of races with a determined" ,'k -
syncrasy." 4. It can now be understood why Dr. Castro, referring to 
a continent, in which_the majority population is made up of Indo-Amer
icans, Afro-Americans, mulattos and mestizos, cries out: " ... Our A
merica, Latin America ... " 5 . 

It is no longer any mystery why Dr. Castro, in his Second Decla
ration of Havana (February 4, 1962) arranges the figures to suit his 
convenience of Latinizing, not only Cuba, but the whole of South Ame
rica -- which he calls "latin" -- when he places the number of Indian 
people at "thirty-two million!!, the number of mestizos at "forty-five 
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million", Blacks at "fifteen million" and mulattos at "fourteen mil
lion". The number of Blacks in Brazil easily triples the ludicrous and 
outrageously falsified figure of "fifteen million Blacks" that Dr. 
Castro attributes to the whole of South America. The same applies to 
all the figures utilized by him in reference to Blacks, Indians, mes
tizos and mulattos who, in reality, constitute the crushing numerical 

'majority of South America. But for him to admit this fact he would 
I have to abandon his designs of ''latinizing" the South American conti
nent whose peoples -- except for the ruling white bourgeoisie pre
vailing, as in Cuba, in·these countries --have nothing in common with 
Latin traditions, customs, culture or habits. 

One can now understand the anger expressed by Dr. Castro -- an 
anger which could serve as a clue to some of the reasons behind his 
professed "anti-Yankeeism" --when he observes that: " ..• In the United 
States they discriminate against Latins too_, and the Yankees say that 

' Datins cannot enter exclusive Yankee clubs"6. Otie,~can~?:lso understand 
his concern over the fact that Puerto Ricans -- citizens of a country 
which is colonized today by North American imperialism -- are enrolled 
in the U.S. Army and serve a cause which isn't their own: "what right 
have they '(Americans) to send Puerto Ricans -- of Latin b-lood, of 
Latin traditions and origins -- to die on battlefields in the defense 
of the policy of great millionaires?" 7. 

One can grasp the full meaning and significance of the\ entire is
sue being raised around the concepts of "Latinism": a theme which has 
been swiftly picked up and expounded by the "writers" and "theoreti
cians" of the "revolutionary" white government, who are busily enga
ged in fabricating a new "culture" in place of the one they intend to 
extirpate. Thus, one of these "Marxist theoreticians", Dr. Juan Ma
rinello writes: "In such an important enteTprise as-- the one ,which 
co-sists in defending our cultural roots_, and;further, maintaining 
its fecundity and growth, the words and works of MaTti hold a great 
forrnati ve power ... n Based upon the preceding, he further concludes 
that: "An analysis of Marti Is Latin-Americanism mU take UB very 
~ II 
J .ar • •• 8. 

Thus, one can now also fully comprehend the cloak of mystery 
which surrounds the issue of the numerical proportion of Afrocuhans 
in re~ard to the entire nation, for if Or. Castro and his white col
leagues are able to reduce the numerical majority of non-white people 
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' in South America to almost a minority, he is certainly in the position 
not only to reduce Afrocubans to 5% or 2% of .the population but to 
eliminate them as a whole through a whitening p:rocess of ":revolution
az:y Ma:r:x:ist" Latinization • •• 

Now the logic of a "hundred years" and the "transists" can be 
· clearly understood; for indeed, if with each dose of "marxism" admin-
istered to the Afrocuban population, a dose of "Latinism" is added, 
theri, reasonably enough, within the next "hundred years" _ when the 
"transit" from "Socialism" to ''Communism" is effected, there would be 
no more problems . of race in Cuba, for the entire Cuban population 
would constitute a unique and "refined" population of "white Latins" 
from whom all traces of "savagery" will have disappeared. Those who 
were once peoples of African origin will have been completely assimi
lated into the white race an·d thus continue their _"historical pro-
-gress"~ \ :And all that would -h'a:ve-oeen accomplished with a simple for-
. mula, a formula which any nation with identical problems can adopt: 

one-dose of "Marxism" and two doses of "Latinism"! Such is the simple. 
solution which the United States of· America and the Union of South 
Africa have got to adopt in order to acnieve, as Cuba intends to do, 
a perfectly integrated society.. :~ I can now agree with many a white 
''Marxist" who has said that: "Cuba is the shining example which most 

· of the world should emulate". This statement is absolutely correct, 
except for one missing word. If the simple addition of the word 
"whiteu makes the phrase read "Cuba is the shining e:x:ample which most 
of the white wo:rld should emulate", then all white "Marxists" and my
self would have no more differences. 

The struggle of non-white peoples -- notably that of the Blacks 
is geared, by force, towards breaking both the economic and psycholo
gical bounds to which the white race has constricted them. It is a 
struggle in which the primary elements _ constitute a refusal to remain 
where -- so they are told -- they "belong" and an effort t6wards the 
establishment of those values and references in the context of which 
they can establish an identity.which is consistent with their particu
lar historical experience and their en_tire cultural background. But, 
alas! such an attitude on their part is considered-nothing less than 1 

subve:rsion. After all, isn't it a present day re-enactment of the i 
sixteenth century relationship between Blacks and Whites -- one being. 
the indisputable, unchallenged master while the other was subordinated 
to a position of degradation at all levels? This holds true for Cuba 
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under "Socialism" for the entire relationship of master and slave has 
been maintained in spite of certain changes in the infrastructure of 
that society •. A black man who t~ies to assess his peculiar historical 
experience so as to be .able- to asse:rthimself as a free.man in a so
ciety whose values are in conflict with his own, is branded 11counter
revolutionary" in that same way as the sixteenth century slavemasters 
considered "subversive"· and "rebellious" those- captives whose exis
tence c~uld only depend upon breaking the yoke of the system. It is 
certain that the white men at the head of-th-e· Cuban "revolutionary" 
government (like th_eir slaveholding- predecessors) have got a vested 
interest in preventing the-realization by black Cubans of their true 
freedom -:-- a freedom which is not given, but obtained by fierce strug
gle. I say fiercestruggle because it is being proved that the hold 
which the white race · has held over non-whites will not be surrendered 
voluntarily: it must be b:roken. · 

The phenomenon of racism is not, as -Western ''thin~r~•·.weuld: ll.aV..' 
us believe, either a "sickness of the mind" or a product· of certafn
economic conditions. This is the mo-st convenient· attitude· for white.s 
to adopt, since it implies a process of self-e.xoneration (a Pilatus 
attitude) which says: a) -- if it is a sickness, then I have not ccin~./ 
tracted it consciously; b) if it is the product of economic circumsta.:;;·
nces which took place long ago, then I had nothing to_ do with it. Y•t 
the t:ruth is quite different (regardless of whether accepted or not 'bJ 
those implicated) since racism is a 'product of Western thclught West-
ern civilization and Western values. · ' 

It is these thoughts, values and references, which aTe unaccepta
ble, undesirable and alien, that must be rejected and dest~ if the 
non--whites are to survive ~s distinctive cultural entities, possessing 
their own idiosyncrasies, values and concepts. The only other alter~ 

·native, as the case of Cuba clearly bears out, is to become white -- a 
process of self-devaluation, self-rejection and renunciation, whit) is · 
the_ prerequisite· to any process of assimilation.· Yet, do non .. wl)lte 
people have to go through ~his process, as those who reject cultural. 
distinctiveness as a "reactionary" trend and-call for an illusory and 
suspicious universal cultural entity would have it? Not·unless they 
consider the West's -cultural pattern as superior and thus·, by logical· 
implication, accept the alleged inferiority of their own culture and 
themselves. Cultural distinctiveness is·a necessity for non-white 
peoples until their technological gains are parallel to those of the 
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Western world because, as long as the West maintains a technological 
hegemony -- which, in itself, is a direct product of its racial hege
mony and economic domination over three-fourths of mankind -- it is 

·sure to enlist all help in all are?S to integrate and assimilate the 
nonwhite cu-tures into its O\\'ll under the guise of a universal cultur
al entity or some other scheme with a different name, but bearing the 
same object of cultural assassination. 

The phenomenon of racism is nothing else but a dynamic part of 
the Western Weltansohauung .9. The need to assimilate all cultures 
which are dissimilar to its own, makes this phenomenon consider all 
different non-white cultures inferior and has prompted the systematic 
pillage and destruction of the latter in Asia, Africa and South Amer
ica. For centuries, it could function freely and establish its inde
pe;n~ent relationship .of superordinates and subordinates -- a rela
tionship which has been maintained, mainly by the use.of force, up to 
this day, without any significant signs of alteration. Yet, a new 
movem~nt --. embrac~ng pre~isely the~e three-fourths of dfe w"i'ld :po
pulation, 1s geared towards altenng the order of the factors which 
are responsible for their continued subjection and subordination. As 
Karl Marx himself stated -- surely ignoring that the society of which 
he, himself was a product would represent the dialectical opposite of 
societies he had not taken into aooount -- old .orders of society nev
er give in to new ones without a fierce struggle. Marx's version of 
the struggle between an underprivileged proletariat and a privileged 
bourgeoisie begins to take place, not on a national scale as he pre
dicted, but on a world level, since Western societies, because of 
their exploitation and pillage of others, constitute today a world 
bourgeoisie, while its antithetical opposite is found in the non-Wes·.-
tern peoples ·and nations which have suffered for centuries. Thus, 
Marx's class struggle is to be played out on a world scale. To con
tend that the conflict can be avoided, which is a matter of evasive 
convenience, or to tcy to avoid it by the only way which it could be 
avoided (i.e. the acceptance of assimilation: cultural assassination) 
implies for the latter the perpetuation of this hegemony and thus the 
acceptance of an indefinite period of subordination. 

It. is, therefore, a simple fact of observation to point out that, 
as the reaction of non-white societies in the defense of their his
tory, values, cultures and industrial development accentuates -- a 
necessary reaction if the massive destruction (assimilation) of cui-
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tures and peoples is to be avoided -- the efforts, on the part of the 
West, to destroy these civilizations, _shall also increase proportio
nately. Thus, every white man -- conditioned as he surely is, by 
Weltanschauung -- shall· "dis-cover>" his Nietzsohean side. 

The case of Cuba is nothing else but a national enactment of a 
process which is taking place in the world. The West deems it neces
sary for its survival to maintain the superordinate-subordinate rela
tionship in which she holds the whip of hegemony. Therefore, Cuba, 
contrary to all that has been said, is a nation where a racial minor
ity, which has enjoyed for 350 years a position of hegemony over a 
population which is non-white, is attempting to perpetuate this type 
of relationship by way of emasculating the majority's cultural roots 
and reducing it to moral subordination, while preventing it from re
establishing its links with its place of birth. In effect the "re
volution" is nothing but the domination of a a class~ a rae~~ c:Wr'an
o~her class, another race, whose values and potentials are in opposi
tion to the designs of the ruling bourgeoisie which hides under the 
mask of "anti-imperialism", as though this fact· constituted a virtue 
or a landmark of "progressive", "radical'' or Marxist·· thinking. In
deed, a true national bourgeoisie must be, by force, antL-imperialist 
since imperialism hampers its development and opposes its national 
interests. . In fact,· we are confronted· with·· a situation whereby a 
true national bourgeoisie has seized power, and out of pure neoessity 
has been "converted" to ~1arxism as a means of survival. This is a 
phenomenon -- unprecedented in history -- which has been misunder
S~TJOdby North American imperialism due to the simple fact that, 
~er~tofore and throughout the history of capitalist Cuba, U.S. imper
Ialism has always dealt with a parasitical and dependent bourgeoisie 
which served not its own interests (be:inp, neither national nor inde
pendent) but those of foreign capitalism. 

Thus, in Cuba, contrary to all affirmations, no revolution has 
taken plaoe. This explains the total absence of proletarians and 
Afrocubans in the affairs of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" 
a~d the "government of the people''. What has r>eaZZy occurred is the 
d1.-splaoement of a fictitious national hourgeoisie in favor of a real 
o~e: To present the changes as a "revolution" -- chan!!es which, sig
nlf~cantly enough, have in no way affected the superstructure of that 
soc1ety -- amounts to obscuring the real issues involved. This "con
fusion" could either be a product of false knowledge concerning the 
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nature of national bourgeoisies and North American imperialism, or a 
conscious attempt to conceal the true nature of the present rcr.ime. 
For a true revolution not only entails the complete change of the in
frastructure of a society but, above all and primarily, the complete 
destruction of the previous superstructure. A revolution is a total 
destruction, as Carbonell sees it, of the "ideological concepts of 
the bourgeoisie". So it can be understood why those in power today 
have done everything possible to conceal the true racist nature of 
the regime under the pretext that "Soci111ism" is imperiled by a .. ·dis
cussion of these issues. This attitude coming from the current lead
ership is understandable since the knowledge of their tPUe nature is 
tantamount to paving the way for the real changes they fear. 

"Revolutions, as all works of men, have their imperfections, 
___ which must be corrected~_ _ThQse who claim that their correction 

endangers the revolution :itself, say so because they are the im
perfections themselves and thus fear being destroyed" 10. 

In these circumstances, and placecl within its world contest, one 
is bound to wonder how long the "anti-imperialism" of the present 
white "revolutionaries" wi 11 last before they realize (as their grand 
fathers did) that they and the imperialists are facing one and the 
same danger? How long will it take them to realize that they must 
face the same problems with which the world bourgeoisie is confronted? 
llow long before the history of the "revolutionaries" is re-edited for 
the third time? We shall see ... 

Cuba is entangled in a historical movement, the nature of which,/ 
if understood, provides the answer for the questions which have been 
posed throughout these pages. The real danger of this precedent lies 
in the fact that in South America, which is populated in its over
whelming majority by non-white peoples and being at a historical per
iod where the implementation of drastic economic and political chan
ges has become an imperious and indispensable necessity, other upper
class "revolutionaries", once in power, will be tempted to repeat the 
experience of their white Cuban counterparts. Here again, but this 
time on a continental level, the destruction on a massive scale ofth~ 
the cultures and civilizations of Afro-Americans and Indo-Americans 
(peoples of conspicuous non-Latin origin) will be the order of the 
day, because the idiosyncrasies of these peoples, which will also he 
considered "savage", will have to give way to a "civilization" which 
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tures and peoples is to be avoided -- the efforts, on the part of the 
West, to destroy these civilizations, shall also increase proportio
nately. Thus, every white man -- conditioned as he surely is, by 
Weltanschauung -- shall "discover" his Nietzschean side. 

The case of Cuba is nothing else but a national enactment of a 
process which is taking place in the world. The West deems it neces
sary for its survival to maintain the superordinate-subordinate rela
tionship in whichshe holds the whip of hegemony. Therefore, Cuba, 
contrary to all that has been said, is a nation where a racial minor
ity, which has enjoyed for 350 years a position of hegemony over a 
populati?n wh~ch is non-white, is attempting to perpetuate this type 
of relationship by way of emasculating the majority's cultural roots 
and reducipg it to moral subordination, while preventing it from re-

- establishing its links with its place of birth. In effect the "re
volution" is nothing but the domination of a class~ a race~ 'over ano
ther class, an?ther race, whose values and potentials are in opposi
tion to the designs of the ruling bourgeoisie which hides uncler the 
mask of "anti-imperialism", as though this fact constituted a virtue 
or a landmark of "progressive", "radical" or ~1arxist thinking. In
d~ed, ~ tru~ n~tional bourg~oisie must be, by force, anti-imperialist 
:Ince Imperialism hampers Its development and opposes its national 
mterest:. In fact~ . we are c?nfronted with a situation whereby a 
true national bourgeoisie has seized power, and out of pure necessity 
has been "converted" to Marxism as a means of survival. This is a 
phenomenon unprecedented in history -- which has been misunder
stood by North American imperialism due to the simple fact that, 
~er~tofore and throughout the history of capitalist Cuba, U.S. imper
Ia~Ism has always. dealt with a parasitical and dependent bourgeoisie 
which served not Its own interests (being neither national nor inde
pendent) but those of foreign capitalism. 

Thus, in Cuba, contrary to all affirmations, no revolution has 
taken place. This explains the total absence of proletarians and 
Afrocubans in the affairs of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" 
a~d the "government of the people". What has really occurred is the 
dt-splacement of a fictitious national bourgeoisie in favor of a real 
o~e: To present the changes as a "revolution" -- changes which, sig
nificantly enough, have in no way affected the superstructure of that 
society -- amounts to obscuring the real issues involved. This "con
fusion" could either be a product of false knowledge concerninp the 
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is, quite naturally, Western. As for Cu?a, I will content ':'yself for 
the time being, by quoting Dr. Castro himself, who once said (surely 
without realizing the implications of such a statettent,) that "Cuba is 
part of the world and thereby moves with it". (!!!) 

This is the story of Cnha, the untold stoPy; the story of a Cuba 
which is supposed to be the examnle to the non-white peoples of 
Africa, Asia and South America. '1-11~11, here it is and each one of us 
may draw his own conclusions. 

CARLOS MOORE : An Afrocuban writer. 

FOOTNOTES 

n· Parenthetical phrase is my own, but t~e literal tran~l~tion runs as 
~follows:"Jnvestigations Conc;e_rni,ng Relipous Sects.Rehg1ous sects of 
African origin continue to he studied. St~dies will_be- i~itiated con
cerning certain sects which have entered mto confllct ';'~th the r~vo
lution .. " Review America Latina~ _April-June, 1~64 R10 de Janeiro, 
Brazil. 
2) This is true,-· not only for the benefit of a purely Cuban audience, 
but serves the same purpose in foreign countries as well. An example 
of·this is the "Cuban Ensemble of Folklore" which was on a recent 
tour in'France; Algeria and other countries. Thus, the at~empted de
struction of African religious groups is exported as "National Folk
lore" to foreign countries and, even to countries on the continent of 
Africa .... 
3) See Critica, p. 108, by \Valterio Carbonnell, 1961, Havana 
4) Fidel Castro, televised speech, Nov. 23, 1963. 
5) Fidel Castro, speech to the workers of commerce on June 4, 1961 

in Obra Revolucionaria, p. 23. 
6) Fidel Castro, Speech to the nation on the Eighth.Anniversary of.the 
26th of July, 1961. This statement of Cuba's Premier could certa1 nly 
provide a clue as to some of the origins of the'opening of the beaches 
mentality.' If a "Latin" cannot enter 'exclusive Yankee clubs' then it 
is logical for white Cuban 'revolutionaries' (who, as Dr. Castro, con
sider themselves 'Latins') to consider as an 'advancement' the fact 
that they have opened similar'exclusive clubs' to the access of people 
who, by consequence, are themselves considered the 'inferiors' of 'La
tins'--Afrocubans. 
7) Fidel Castro, Speech 
Does he.know that 85% 

to the nation on May 1, 1961 (my underlining). 
of the Puerto-Rican population is made up of 
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non-whites? 
8) Dr. ,Juan ~1arinello, Revue furope, Mny-.Juine, 1963, (pp.l2,13) (My 
underlining). Dr. Harinello is a prol!'inent member of one of ruha' s 
richest Spanish families, who are fonner owners of sugar mills and 
large sugar estates (a direct product of the institution of slavery); 
one of the founders of the rub an Col!'muni st Party which he represented 
on several occasions in previous governments, including the one of 
dictator Batista where he served as a Minister; former Rector of the 
University of Havana (1962); former Cuban U.N. Representative (1963); 
President of Cuba's "Peace Committee", and present Cuban Representa
tive at UNESCO in Paris (1964). Surely, the 'cultural roots' which 
Dr. Marinello proposes 'defending' are not the ones which can be tra
ced to the slaves owned by his grandfather. When this 'theoretician' 
talks of 'maintaining' or 'defending' culture (which he unhesitantly 
links with 'Latin-Americanism') he is talking about the culture of 
which, as in the case of his white 'revolutionary' colleagues belongs 
to and is a product of Spain. Therefore, when he says 'our culture' 
this'our' should not be confused with that of Afrocubans, descendents 
of the black slaves owned by his predecessors. 
9) Weltanschauung A personal or racist philosophy, that gives an 
explanation of history in general or of the purpose of the world as a 
whole. from Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 5th Edition 
10) From La Doctrina de Marti , March 2, 1897, a journal published by 
a group of exiled Afrocuban intellectuals fighting for the total li
beration of Cuba from the Spanish colonial yoke. It is amazing how 
these concepts, expounded in 1897, adjust perfectly to present-day 
reality. 

"As far as Negroes are concerned~ in America Me have the pro
blem of lynching, peonage and dis-franchisement. 
In the West Indies, South and Central America z,)e have the 
problem of peonage~ serfdom, industrial and political govern
mental inequali~J· 
In Africa we have~ not only peonage and serfdom~ but outright 
slavery, racial exploitation and alien political monopoly. 
We cannot allow a continuation of these crimes against our 
race. As four hundred mi U ion men, women and children, vor
thy of the existence given us by the Divine Creator_, we are 
determined to solve our own problem, by redeeming our Mother
land Africa from the hands of alien exploiters and founr? 
these a government, a nat·Z:on of our own_, strong enough to 
lend protecUon to the members of our 1•aee scattered all ever 
the world_, and to compeZ the respect of the nations and races 
of the earth. 11 -- ~1arcus Garvey 
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